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Murray State alumna Missy
Jenkins Smith co-authors a
book that available this week,
recounting her experience as
a high school-shooting victim.

Follow a News reporter
as she tackles the Issue
of selecting a presidential
candidate to support In
the Nov. 4 election.

The Murray State men's golf team
prepares for the Skyhawk Classic after
winning its fifth Murray State
Invitational at Miller Memorial Golf
Course on Tuesday.
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Local high schools aid
University recruitment
Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor
Recruitment efforts have
stepped up since the 12xl2 initiative was put in place, and
high schools in Murray State's
backyard are helping meet its
goals.
In the fall of 2007, 1,467 of
Murray State's 10,156 total students were from Calloway
County alone. The backyard,
which includes Calloway,
Marshall, McCracken, Hickman, Fulton, Graves, Ballard
and Carlisle counties, contributed 3,794 students.
Shawn Smee, director of
the Office of Recruitment, is
responsible for recruitment in
those counties.
"With high schools in our
backyard, we can go into
classrooms, to student council meetings and lunchroom
visits," he said. "We also have
more opportunity to get our
faculty into local classrooms
talking to prospective students.''
Smee, who took over as
director of recruitment seven
weeks ago, said a major
recruiting point for local high
schools is on-site admission
visil<;.
"We just finished doing onsite admissions at Calloway
County and Murray High," he
said. "As long as students had
the appropriate paperwork,
they were admitted on the
spot. Last Thursday we
accepted 140 students."
The benefit to this type of
admissions is that students
will get accepted, get scholarship offers a few weeks later
and arc more likely to come
here in the fail, Smee said
There are similar visits

''With high schools in our
backyard, we can go into
classrooms, to student
council meetings and
lunchroom visits. We also
have more opportunity to
get our faculty into local
classrooms talking to
prospective students."

Regional Vision
Plan promotes
stewardship in
community

J

Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief

Murray State is introducing nine new
programs this fall to promote regional
stewardship throughout the 18 counties in
the University's service region following a
recommendation from the Council on
Postsecondary Education encouraging
1 regional institutions to promote regional
stewardship throughout the Commonwealth.
The University has developed a 21- Shawn Smee
member Regional Stewardship and Outreach council. The council spent six
Director of the Office of
months gathering data, doing research
Recruitment
and planning before creating a vision
planned for the other backplan.
yard high schools.
"The Regional Stewardship Advisory
Council identified four overarching goals,
Another new method Smce
outlined for recruiting local
but came to a consensus that educational
high students is to invite stuattainment is the top priority for our
region," Greg Pruitt, Regional Stewarddent leaders to lunch with the
Student Government Associaship Advisory Council Chair, said in the
council's brochure. "We believe that by
tion President.
"We're trying to work with
improving educational attainment the
Kaia Mantooth," he said.
remaining prior ities will quickly follow."
"She'll have lunch with these
In addition to educational attainment,
the council's goals are creating jobs and
student leaders and talk to
Misty Hays/ThP New~
entrepreneurial spirit, developing collabthem about being involved in
Faculty Scholar Constance Alexander addresses prospective Murray
student government once
orative partnerships and improving the
quality of life.
they're in college. You've got
State students in Wrather Museum on Wednesday.
to get creative."
To achieve these four goals, nine proOutside of the backyard,
jects will take place this fiScal year including a Leadership Academy, a series of
dessert receptions and college
fairs are the main recruiting
seminar experiences for new and aspiring
superintendents; The New Principal's
tools, he said.
"There aren't as many
Mentor Program, which will support the
Kentucky Principal Internship Program
opportunities to do as much
for say, a high school in
by selecting mentors, establishing expecLouisville," he said. "Here, we
tations and identifying needs; ACT Tool
Kits for Schools/Campus Visits, which
can run over to the high
school and be there in 10 min·
will provide ACT training materials to
utes."
teachers to use to help prepare students;
Figures for the fall 2008
Middle School Math/Science Adjuncts,
which will secure funding for two adjunct
student body are available at
instructors for the Madisonville extended
the end of October.
Mia Walters can be reached
campus to he lp certify eight students; Sciat mia. walters@murraystate.
ence, Engineering and Technology Initiaedu.
tive, which will carry out a variety of
STEM activities; Cultural Awareness
Series, which will work to increase cultural awareness and arts education: Project
Access which will address the need to
strengthen agriculture education; Center
for Entrepreneurship, which will work
tem for the next year, Marshall said.
If students want to apply for 'additional
Amanda Crider
closely with economic development agenscholarships on top of what they are autoStaff writer
Vice President for Student Affairs Don
cies to promote entrepreneurial educaRobertson said the point of the new sysmatically awarded, they will have to
tion; and a Regional Writer Grant, which
apply for them. These additional scholartem is to make the process of deciding
To increase competition. Murray State
will research funding, promote regional
officials developed a new system for
ships take into consideration awards,
what university perspective students
stewardship and assist in grant writing for
want to attend easier.
honors, letters of recommendation, ACT
entering freshmen, which determines
work specific to the vision of the advisory
what automatic scholarships they will
scores and GPA.
"We want to give students an early.
council.
quicker indication of what they can
Alison Marshall, interim director of
receive.
Amber Roach, project specialist for the
The new scholarship plan is two-fold.
Enrollment Management, said the Unireceive based on their credentials,''
Office of Regional Stewardship and OutFirst, students may look at a grid and,
Robertson said. "We are making a com·
versity is experimenting with a new sysreach, said the state-mandated project
tem to try recruiting additional students.
mitment ... that we're going to provide
based on their ACT scores and high
covers the Murray State service region
that scholarship."
"This is a one-time scholarship effort,"
school GPA, determine what automatic
including Calloway, Marshall, Ballard,
Marshall said. "We're attempting to be
The new scholarship system will not
scholarship awards they will receive if
Caldwell,
Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden,
competitive with other institutions."
affect current Murray State students and
they arc admitted to the University.
Fulton, Graves, Henderson, Hickman,
the money they are receiving.
After the 2009 freshman class is admitThe second part of the process is exact·
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, McCracken,
ted and scholarships are given out, UniAmanda Crider can be reached at
ly the same as the current scholarship
Trigg,
Union and Webster counties.
versity officials will re-evaluate the syssystem.
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.
"Regionalism is the way to go," Roach
said. "There is no reason for all of our lit·
de counties to be struggling when we are
all trying to accomplish the same goal."
GPA
Roach said the plan will initially directACT score
4.0
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.5
3.4
3.3
32
ly affect the community, and later stu·
dents at Murray State will see the effects.
"It's really a new kind of idea," Roach
said. "We are linking the resources of the
University to the needs of our communi---~-- -~

Automatic scholarship requirements change

Murray State scholarship eligibility index

Sunny

ty."

University President Randy Dunn said
the University is a great e ngine for
change, and he said he thinks the projects
will have a positive influence in the area.
Said Dunn: "The Regional Vision Plan
provides the road map for the University
as far as how we can
best utilize the power
GO ONLINE
and capacity of MSU For more lnformato improve and develop the far west Ken· tlon 00 to
tucky region in partie- murraystate.edu/
ular, and the Com- stewardship
monwealth in general."
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- $12.000 per year
- $6.000 per yeff
- $3,000 per '(HI
• $1,000 per yeltl

calculate your scholarship elioibility:
Use this formula:
(GPA X100) +(ACT x10) • Scholarship eiiCJfblllty Index

Ashley Edwards/The Newl

Ashley Edwards can
be reached at
ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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This week
Thursday
and
streets;
by the Indian Studellt
tv'~"'""~'"u'u; ends at 5:30 p.m.
Auditions for host of the
National Pan-Hellenic CounStep Show; email jennifer.
pryor@murrayState.edu to audi·
tion
p.m. Weekly Word Worship:

·9 a.m. HomecomiiMJ Klnq and
Queen online
elections ; ends
at 9 p.m.
Resumes Fri..
Oct. 10 from 9

omces~

•7 p.m. J>laybouM m the Puk;
Dessert Cabarets on the Oec:k•Just Kiddln;" call 270-759-11Sl to
reserve $6 tickets

•lD a.m. Ba.qptib BOok Sale;
Center Rocking Chair Lount~~:e;J
ends at 6:30 p.m.
•Noon Walking Club;
Arena
•S p .m. R.CA m.eefuig; Curris
ter Barkley Room; open to
•6 p.m. Qinner at the

free

a.m.·9 p.m

House. fr~

Coming Up

Now Playing

•Oct tt football vs. Temessee Tedt lbntcornlrlci 3 p.m; stewcrt stdln, free

Cinema International

"Paprika" (Japan):
Oct. 9·ll

•3:30 p.m. Traditional karate class;
Carr Health Dance Studio; ends at S
· open to public
p.m. CAB meetlns; Curris Ceour

•Here" (Canada):
Oct.l6·l8
"No End in Sight" (USA):
Oct. 23·25

ennessee Room; ~ to pubUc
•S p.m. "How to Handlt; Stress:" Leadership Series workshop; Currls Center
Room.; 809-6953 for more

Police Beat
Sept.2S
7:20 a.m. A security guard at
Old. Clark College reported a
squirrel in the game room.
Facilities Management was
notified.
6:50p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
in the Mall Area reported a
bicycle hanging in a tree. The
o fficer placed the bicycle on
the ground and left it at that
locatio n for the owner to
claim.

9-18 p.m. The residence director at White College reported
someone throwing mud from a
window on the south side of
the building. An officer spoke
with tht• person hit with mud
and was unable to locate where
the mud came from. An officer
took a report.
11:44 p.m. Murray State Police
at 16th and Main streets issued
a citation to Michael Mason,
freshman from Murray, for
improperly passing;

.Sept.26

Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
Is free.

12:39 a.m. Murray State Police
at Coldwater Road issued a
citation to Tyler Simmons,
junior from Gilbertsville, Ky.,
for speeding.
11:28 p.m. Murray State Police
at a Lutheran church parking
lot issued a citation to
Nicholas Cash, freshman fr om
Mayfield, Ky., for drinking in
public and possession of alcohol by a minor.
11:32 p.m. Murray Stat~ Police
at the BCM parking lot issued a
citation to Kelsey Royals,
senior from Dover, Tenn., for
speeding.
1.1;48 p.m. Murray State Police
at a Lutheran church parking
lot issued a citation to Jacob
Stratton, nonstudent from
LaGrange, Ky., for drinking in
public and possession of alcohol by a minor.

1.:22 a.m. Murray State Police at
12th and Main streets issued a

Murray State van. The caller
requested an officer to attempt
to gain entry to the vehicle.
Transportation was notified.

citation to Randy McGehee,
nonstudent from Murray, for
careless driving, improper use
of equipment and no liability
insurance.
1:45 a.m. The residence dir«~c
ll:3l p.m. Murray State Police . tor at Hester College reported
at Coldwater Road , issued a burned toilet paper in a third
citation to Suzanne Rollins, floor shower. The shower had
nonstudent from Kirksey, Ky., put out the fire. The Murray
for operating a vehicle without Fire Department, state fire
a license. An officer also wrote marshal and Murray State
a warning for her license plate Environmental Safety and
not being illuminated.
Health were notified. An officer took a report.
3:S4 p.m. Murray State Police
l2:S'l p.m. A caller from Overby at the Wendy's parking lot
Law Library at Pogue Library issued a citation to Kantessa
reported sometime on Friday a Raines. nonstudent from Somtable lamp must have sparked erset, Ky., for passing a loading
and scorched a table. The Mur- or unloading bus.
ray Fire Department, state flre ll:OS p.m. Murray State Police
marshal and Murray State at 16th Street issued a citation
Environmental Safety and to Brandon Wayt, sophomore
Health were notified.
from Belleville. IU., for not
3:11 p.m. A caller from Rich- wearing a seat belt.
mood College reported no bot 11:23 p.m. Murray State Police
water in the college.
at 16th Street issued a citation
S:48 p.m. A caller from Trans- to Gregory Blake, nonstudent
portation reported a cat in a from Murray for not wearing <t

Sept.29

Sept. 28

Sept.27
12:21 a.m. Murray State Police
at Shroat Drive issued a citation to Elizabeth Boswell,
sophomore from Clay, Ky., for
speeding.
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If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at 1ll Wilson Hall. fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews(ci)murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wcdnes·
days at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Se~29

U:04 ~ A front desk worker at Hester
().)llege reported a suspicious ~
1lle building was evacuated. The Murray
Fire Department and the Paducah PoUce
Department Bomb Squad were notified.
The Intended recipient was located to
open the package after investf8ation. The
contents were a violin and a ~nome.

seatbclt and not notifying
Transportation of address
change.

Sept. 30
12:10 a.m. Murray State Police
at Regents College parking lot
issued a citation to Kari
Humkcy,
junior
from
Louisville, Ky., for disregard·
ing a stop sign and not having a
driver's license.
10:57 a.m. Murray State Police
at Winslow issued a citation to
Justin France, sophomore from
Owensboro, Ky., for an
improper start and speeding.
1J.:30 p.m. Murray Stat~ Police
at 16th and Main streets issued
a citation to John Holder,
junior from HopkinsviJie, Ky ..
Cot disregarding a stop sign

and improperly signaling.

11:38 p.m. Murray State Police
at Regents College parking lot
issued a citation to Zachary
freshman
from
Noonan.
I.ouisvillc, Ky .• for not producing a valid insurance card and
for his license plate not being
illuminated.

Mmorist assists - 2
Racer escorts - S
Arrests - 0

Mia Walters compiles Police
Beat with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dis·
patched calls are listed.

WELC.O ME TO BRINN'SI
Complete Automotive Service & Repair Garage
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE
OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 4 YEARS

RENT STARTING
AT $340/MO.
SEMESTER CONTRACTS
START AT AT $3?S/MO.

-Certlfled mechanics on duty

-A/C service & repairs
I

& 24 HR. ACCESS.

card

The Golden Rule Is Our Policy!
Mon.-Fri.

8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

BRINN'S

Sat.
8 a.m.- NOON

QUALITY SERVICE & LUBE, INC
507 S. 12th St.

270-759-0003
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Series offers insight to current issues
Brown Bag

AshleeCobb
Contributing writer

allows faculty.

staff to
1

Many faculty members may learn something new at the monthly Brown Bag Presentations sponsored by the Office of the
Provost and the Murray State research committee.
This month's presenter is Debbie Owens,
associate professor of journalism and mass
communications.
Owens' presentation is about the cultural
discourse and audience interpretation of the
urban dramatic film. "Crash," which relates
several residents from Los Angeles brought
together by the crime and violence between
races, within the city.
Cultural tensions, race and gender issues
as related to the media are just some points
of the presentation.
"One reason I chose to discuss the themes
included in ''Crash," is because it is a person·
al interest to me and my own individual

research," Owens said. "I hope the presented
come away from this presentation with two
main things: One. Despite where we nrc as a
society, many of our mass media products.
arc still informed by how our society looks at
race, gender, and class struggles.
Two. Context as mass media products consumers, we must remain aware of how media
can serve as a starting point for dialogue
about some of the issues that are still affecting us today."
The Brown Bag Series began in November
2005 as a way for Murray State faculty to
socialize and learn about different topks.
The creator and organizer of this series
Bertus Ferreira, professor of criminal justice,
wanted a program allowing faculty members
to come together and discuss their various
research to enlighten the other faculty.
"What we do is we get people with interesting topics and they make a half·an· hour
prescntt~tion to a group of faculty," Ferreira
said.

Ferreira brings in about 30 to 45 staff
members ranging in departments as diverse
as music and biology professors.
The Brown Bag free lunch and presentation is for faculty and staff only. Ferreira
uses this as a tool for social networking
between the professors.
"(Within) Universities (professors) tend
to be very territorial inside their departments," Ferreira said. ''Manr professors (rom
different fields of study don't really even
have a reason to meet."
Another benefit for Murray State faculty
to attend the presentations is presenting
research which can expand a resume.
"(This series) allows other professors to
meet other professors they othl•rwise would
never get to meet," Ferreira said. "We get a
chance to learn new things within the Universitr and makt' new fri~nds. This is the
whole goal of this series."
Ashh•c Cobh can be reached at
ashkc.cohb@murra)'State.cdu.

Across campus
Society applications available

Student receives science grant

Lovett Live schedules concert

Murray natives establish aid

Omicron Delta Kappa Leadership honor
society npplications arc availabll· Oct. 6. Students may get applications at Student Affairs,
in Residential Colleges, the Marvin D. Mills
Multicultural Center, the Honors Program and
the Student Government Association offices.
An informational meeting for interested students is at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 13 in the Curris Cl'nter Ohio Room. All applications arc due by
4:40 p.m. on Oct. 17• .

Senior Leslie Smith, double major in chem·
istry and biology from White House, Tenn., was
awarded a $500 grant from the Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarly Activity.
Her proposal is titled "Synthesis of Amidop~·
rroles as Probes of Bacterial resistance
Enzymes."
Edic Banner , associate chemistry professor,
will assist and guide Smith with her research
project throughout the semester.

At 7 p.m. on December Grammy award winn ing singer Michael W. Smith will perform "It's
a Wonderful Christmas" in Lovett Auditorium.
This performance also features special guest
Melinda Doolittle, who sang her way and made
it to the top three contestants on the 6th season
of American ldol.
The concert will include a sixty-seven piece
orchestra. Tickets are available at ticketmaster.com, or by calling Hn-M94·4474.

Murray natives Don and Eric Easley established the Jane M. Henry Scholarship for Science as a tribute to their late grandmother.
The scholarship recipient must be full time
junior or senior females at Murray State.
They must demoru;trate interest in the area.
with a 2.5 GPA and preference is given to those
with financial need or who live on·..:ampus.
Contact the Scholarship Office for more information.
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$1 SO Value
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You may have one of these 16 danger signals of pinched nerves!

VOTED #l by
Murray State Students!

•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthritis

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Heck Pain
•Indigestion

•Numb Hands
•Bursitis
•Pain Down Legs
•MuscleSposms

•Numb Fingers
•Hlp Pain
• Tf9ht Muscles
•Aching Feet

FIND OUT HOW whether careful, professional chiropractic
care can relieve your aches and pains. This examination
normally cost $150.00 or more. It will Include a chiropractic
orthopedic test, a chlroprodlc neurological test, a spinal
alignment check, on examination for restrlded or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

804 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071
270-703-1953

DISCLAIMER: Any person retponslbte for payment hos a rloM to refuse
to poy within 72 hours of respoodiRCJ to this advertl$ement.
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Opinion Editor. Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

• •

g fmancially

New scholarship grid averages ACT scores with GP& to standardize students value
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
The current state of the economy is not
very encouraging. We're going into a depression, tuition is up, housing is up, the state's
budget is bankrupt, gas is expensive and
scarce - what is a poor, unemployed college
student to do?
Well, you could work three jobs. take out
huge amounts of student loans (if that's even
possible), live at home untill you're 30 and
pay off all of your debt.
Or, you can work hard in school. be
involved in extracurricular activities, write
an awesome personal statement and apply
for scholarships.
This used to be the case at Murray State.
Incoming students who applied for Universi-

ty scholarships. such as the Presidential
Scholarship or the John W. Carr Scholarship,
were evaluated on a wealth of criteria
including their GPA. ACT scores, extracurricular activities, writing skills and a personal interview.
This weeding-out process of prospective
scholarship applicants, however, is about to
change. Murray State is instating a scholarship criteria grid in which only GPA and
ACT scores are considered in the scholarship evaluation process. This means if students have a high GPA, but low ACT score,
they will miss out on at least some scholarship money.
The Murray State News opposes the stan·
dardization of the scholarship process
because many valuable students may be

overlooked, simply because they are bad
test-takers. With the instatement of the "No
Child Left Behind" act, the incoming genera·
tion of American college students have been
tested to death.
Simply training students to do well on
tests overlooks the value of real life problem
solving and critical thinking.
In education, if we just focus on repetition
and memorization, we will loose the analysis
and the validity of the information presented.
Murray State should be seeking out and
enticing well-rounded prospective students
who will act as ambassadors for the University.
While The News sees the need for an
unbiased, standardized method of doling out

scholarship money, are test scores really the
best way to determine a student's worth?
The University cannot simply reward students for being good at standardized tests
and hope they will also be well-spoken, caring, hard-working assets to the University.
One University goal is to promote teaching, research and service excellence as core
values.
While many of these qualities may seem
intangible, the previous actions of students
are clear indications of who they really are
and who they aspire to be.
The News encourages the University to
consider other qualillcations in the scholarship application process, since these student
qualities are so vital to the vibrance and student life on our campus.
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are ACT scores afair way to base scholarship qualifications?
"No. because not everyone is
a good test-taker."

UJI 11/E fl.S \!1!!!

Sabrina Johnson • BowlinQ Green, Ky.
senior

"It works both ways. Raising it will moti-

vate students. but scholarships should
not be based on test scores."

Callie Rezek • Paducah, Ky.
freshman
''No, one test should not determine your
financial future at Murray State."

..

Natalie Cunningham • Versailles. Ky.
senior
Melissa DeYoung /The N~ws
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Letters
Citizen asks voten to evaluate the actions of Ken-

Government bailout violates every capitalist principle

tucky Representatives on election day
Dear Editor,

Ebrlma

Jarju
Ebrima ]arju is a
graduate student
from
Gambia, Africa

Before the age of technology, business transactions could take years to complete. Homemade
goods and services produced were not produced
simply for sales purposes. The best things in life
were free because family ties were valued over
financial rewards.
As time went by, individuals created their own
small-scale enterprises. They threw away their
vernacular ties of their various families and communities. In the 1930s, scholars began to think
beyond the horizon of the unfolding problems of
the world and made significant contributions to
their solutions. This was a period when the disci·
pline communication was worth studying.
Later in the 1940s and 1950s, the life of business
transactions started to change, forcing people to
be time conscious because, of course "time is
money." The shift unsettled the business world
because they were not prepared for the ramifications of this shift which ignited the vernacular
spirit; the spirit of counterculture back into the
industrial beast. The levels of interdependent,
complexity and uncertainty were rising so rapidly, traditional institutions were unable to keep up
with the momentum.
In the mid-1960s when the short-lived corporate social responsibility movement started, it
brought along a host of new problems, problems
that only techniques such as group dynamics,
with the ability to bring hidden feeling to the surface could be handle effectively. The people
hired were expected to dig in, work hard, find
ways to assimilate and gradually melt into the
existing ambiance of the company.
The late 1980s business communication
focused on team building and a shared vision. It
was the period when a CEO's overwhelming concerns were to keep scores and stay in business at

all cost, ignoring catastrophic environmental
problems such as air and water pollution, climate
changes, waste disposal, acid rain and species
loss that plague humankind.
This was all a result of the emergence of powerful corporation, supported by different states,
which can act independently, through men and
women who could wreak large-scale changes at
little risk to themselves. These corporations are
becoming powerful because of their work and
their large-scale business method. They have the
opportunity to be very successful in the global
marketplace. We are their enablers. We consume
their products and live in their world. We are
affected by their everyday decisions, which do
not favor our own ecosystem.
Without the whole-hearted participation of
corporate interest, no effort to make the world
better will succeed. Corporations are responsible
for the world's infrastructure, including the networks of telecommunication, transportations,
distribution, commerce energy and financial
infrastructures that determine the quality of life
in general inside and outside the commercial
world.
This week we saw history in the making, with
the U.S. government's proposed bailout of large,
powerful corporations, which violates the principles of free market. This is a warning to all
investors, corporations. and businesses - always
have the population at the back of the mind
because whatever you do to people may someday
haunt you.
Global problems are corporate problems which
can be solved by educating decision making bodies on ceo-management and organizational communication. Communication is vital to make the
world a better place for all mankind.
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On Nov. 4, the people of the 1st Congressional District of
Kentucky will make a decision that will affect, at the very
least, the next two years of their lives.
The choice is clear: Do you want more of the same or a
new voice in Congress? When the founders created the
House of Representatives. they envisioned a Congress
close to its people. Every two years. the people would put
their Representative to the· test to decide if he/she has
served them well. When it was clear that the Representative
had lost the trust of his/her constituents, the people would
say "Let's give someone else a chance." That is what should
happen this year. Congressman Ed Whitfield was ushered
into office along with the Republican Revolution of the
1990s.
That was a turning point in political history as the people
had lost much of their faith in the Democratic Congress and
decided to give power to the Republicans. But their time
bas come and gone.
We are entering another turning point in American history. It began with the midterm elections in 2006, when
Democrats regained control of both houses, and it will manifest once more in November when, hopefuUy, the American people will elect a Democratic president. Don't yo~
want to be part of this movement?
Heather Ryan is a breath of fresh air to the stale old policies of Ed Whitfield and his Republican colleagues. The
enthusiasm of her candidacy represents the changing senti·
rnent of the people of the 1st Congressional District. Her
ideas are the new ideas of a leader the people of Kentucky
need.
Although !live in the 2nd District of Kentucky, I would be
proud to have Heather Ryan representing part of my home
state in Congress. So please, let's give someone else a
chance.

- Austin Redmond, Bagdad, Ky.
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Sh~uld assisted suicide be legal?

Yes
According to the ancient
Greek language, Euthanasia
means "good death." Some may
argue that the term "good death"
is an oxymoron. Those who
share this opinion are insensitive
to those who are in extreme pain.
The matter is highly controversial and the term is often deemed
murderous. I believe this term
has a negative connotation and
does not reflect the true meaning
of voluntary euthanasia.
Voluntary euthanasia is a medical procedure that should be
viewed as so. It is a decision
made by an individual to terminate his or her life. This choice
allows individuals in fatal medical conditions a pain-free alternative to death.
Those who oppose voluntary
euthanasia should recognize the
basic human rights entitled to
the individual and allow him or
her to make decisions according
to what is best for them.
In addition, patients who are
terminally ill will continue to
increase medical expenses and
waste resources that may be beneficial to other patients. Perhaps
some may believe my opinion is
that of a masochist. But, I believe
death is a part of life and those in
charge of post-death services
should not add to the suffering of
their loss.
There is no escape from the
facts of life, and consequently aU
life comes to an end. Voluntary
• •euthanasia is an option extended
to those by law., in Or~gon. It is
unfourtunate it remains illegal to
the rest of the states.
Those who reside where
euthanasia is legal should be prepared to make decisions early
on, so their family and friends
will not be forced to upon death.
In preparation, the life in question should note their dying wish
in a will, thus eliminating any
conflict upon death, and presenting a viable option of security to
those who oppose the euthanasia.
In every instance of life and
death, individuals should be
aware of their environment and
make choices beyond their own
selfish needs. Often, family and
friends will allow a loved one to
suffer because of their own
issues with death. On the other
hand, those who indulge in radi-
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Painless death
is a person's
natural right

____ ncu ~

Erika
Forberg
.senior
· from
Hamilton, N.J.

Life is a gift,
death
. is too
absolute
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cal behavior may use euthanasia
for their own purpose. In both ·
cases, however. the request
should be thoroughly investigated before making a decision.
Nonetheless, Euthanasia is
morally challenging above all,
and it is difficult to measure the
importance of life. Therefore,
the decision should be solely
based on the patient's choice.
Those who oppose euthanasia
should not determine whether
euthanasia is politically, ethically
or morally correct. The opinion
is incomparable to the life in
question.
Therefore, the right of choice
euthanasia reserves should be
given to all. In my opinion, it is
very ignorant to set a Jaw or
standard against a matter that
should be dealt with on an individual basis.
The option of euthanasia
should be viewed as a right. In
other words, the option should
be given to all and those who
choose to exercise the right
should not be criticized.

Physician-assisted suicide is
when patients request a doctor to give them a lethal dose
of medication in order to
assist them in ending their
lives. In most instances, the
patient has been given a short
period to live either from a
terminal disease or other medical circumstances.
.I think this practice is
extremely atrocious and it
should be made illegal It is
unethical to assist someone in
ending their life, especially
since the sole mission of
physicians is to preserve life.
I believe life should be treasured; we shouldn't put
humans down like animals.
One of the biggest arguments against physician assisted suicide is if we legalize it,
there would be room for
abuse.
For example, people on
Medicare or other assisted
healthcare corporations. may
be pushed to take such an
option so that they aren't ere-

The tanclldate's VIews

McCain: The Repulican Presidential nomelnee has not commented on the issue. He
believes Roe v. Wade is a flawed decision that must be overturned and supports Supreme
Court ruling upholding the Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act.
Obama: "When I first arrived in the Senate that first year, we had a situation surround·
lnq Terri Schiavo." Obama said. "And t remember how we adjourned with a,unanimous
agreement that eventually allowed Congress to lnterje<;t Itself into that decision·makinCJ
process of the families. It wasn't somethinq I was comfortable with. but It was not some·
thino that l stood on the floor and stopped. And I think that was a mistake, and 1think
the American people understood that that was a mistake. And as a constitutional law
professor. I knew better."

Alysia

Conover
freshman
from
Liberty, Ill.
ating expensive hospital bills.
People who are given the
option of physician-assisted
suicide may be pushed into
this option for reasons other
than their own will.
Family members may influence their decisions and push
them into a decision they don't
want.
People who find out they are
going to die, or who are in pain
and want to die, are packed
full of emotions that affect
their ability to think clearly.
As history has shown, people are imperfect and make
mistakes. but suicide is one
you can't take back.
Where do you draw the line?
How do you decide which
ones are mentally capable .to
make those decisions?
I don't think physicians are
able to make that decision.
Anyone who knows they are
going to die isn't going to be in
the right state of mind to make
a serious decision like that,
and I don't believe others
should be able to make this
decision for them.
Another important point to
think about is: What if the doctor's diagnosis was wrong? In
a case like that, extra time may
save a person's life. For people that have a terminal disease, what if a cure is found?
The extra weeks they may
have had could have been all
that was needed for them to
live a healthy and full life.
To give up on someone
when there may even be a sliv. er of a chance they could survive is just inhumane. Giving
someone else the power to
end your life seems like a form
of murder in my eyes.
With all these unanswered
questions, how can we justify
something like physicianassisted suicide? There are so
many unknown things still in
the medical field, so how can
we give up on people?
To me, physician-assisted
suicide is like giving up on
someone. I believe medical
personnel should try to save
lives instead of end them.
If we start with physicianassisted suicide, where do we
stop?
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A mixture of stale
swear. freshly cut
grass and the sharp
mentholated smell of
Icy Hot hangs in the
air. The tension is palpable.
I can feel the uneven
ground beneath me
Alaiaa
through my half ballerina flat, half medieval
Zanin
spiked shoes. We're on
the line then. We hold
our breath and squint at the starter as he
raises his hand.
An explosion of sound and smoke is
emitted from the gun he holds. I become
a part of a blur of jerseys, legs, arms and
feet, and we're off.
Race day is horrible and wonderful all
wrapped into one. Since the age of 12,
race day has never gotten old to me. In
every race, real-life heros and villains get
to act out a drama of human emotions of
fear, courage, pain, ecstasy and sorrow.
I love running, my desire is intrinsic.
However. I know I am an abhorism, a
freak or at the very least, out of the ordinary. Many people just don't get it.
..Running," they say. "Why running?"
Well, besides the obvious reasons like
huge health benefits, improved self image
and stress relief. there is more to running
than the average non-runner may think.
First of all, let's talk about all the little
bonus things you get to enjoy if you run.
Finding fun objects on runs is a great
way to add to your dented golf ball collection or even your piggy bank. Over the
years, I've found very practical objects
such as a bowling ball, gross things like
roadkill and deer carcases, as well a.ci
dilapidated things like an old rusted car
being taken over by the woods.
Each run is a new adventure. I love to
run in new places·when I'm traveling. It's
really the best way to see a new city or
town. Driving just doesn't do it justice and
walking takes too long - not to mention is
tearfully boring. It's also the best way to
people-watch. There is no telling who or
what can be around the next bend: an
angry dog just waiting to chew your ear
off (yes. that did happen to me: no I don't
have rabies), unsuspecting couples in the
throws of passionate love-making or a
bum urinating on himself.
And let's not forget about all of the
vocal interaction runners. especially
female runners, get to have with the non1 running public.
Some of my favorites include: "Hey
baby, you look tired, wanna ride?" "Can I
get your number?" and "Run Forest. run."
You'd think that last one would get old
since the movie has been out for more
than 10 years, but, no, it apparently hasn't.
Obviously, all runners enjoy a certain
amount of pain. OK, this may not seem
like a good reason to run, but hear me out.
You've heard the saying "no pain, no
gain." Well, this applies to running, but
not in the way you may think.
After the typical novice runner gets
into a running routine, which is a very
painful transition from sedentary to
active, something weird happens.
The pain feels good. It's the kind of
exquisite pain that only runners understand. The beauty of chest-burning, hard·
breathing, legs-aching, wind·in-your-face
pain is something all real runners search
for and accept.
It's more than just the pain, though; it's
the absolute exhilaration and freedom
running gives me.
When I run, it brings me back to my
natural state. There are no rules, no
restrictions. no school. no homework. no
outline, no judgement, no script - just me,
my feet and the open road as far as I can
see.
People say you can't run away from
your problems; I say you can run your
problems away. Sometimes I think we get
so wrapped up in our own lives. we need
a little real world perspective to slap us in
the face. There is a big world out there
1 and running is the most unaffected way to
experience it.
Running gives me, just for a moment, a
taste of the wild and the untamed, which
has been domesticated and socialized out
of use. For a moment, I can be a warrior;
I can be strong and fast and free, and I
' wouldn't have it any other way.
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
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are your plans for fall
"I'll be playing two
volleyball matches against
Austin Peay and Tennessee State.
Then, hopefully. enjoying my
Sunday off."

Runnin.g my mouth,
Runn1ng for real

"I will be living the dream the
only way I know how;
also known as sleeping."

"I will hopefully be kicking butt
at the Louisville Classic
cross country invitational.
It will be the very last time I run
that course (tear)." ·

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should Include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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English professor publishes first novel
Megan Locke
Contributing writer
After 56 years and numerous different
bumps along the way, Squire Babcock,
associate professor of English, read
excerpts from his first novel, ''The King
of Gaheena," Sept. 25.
Before publishing the novel, Babcock
concentrated on shorter of fiction and
non-fiction pieces and has two longer
publications in the works.
Babcock's novel is set in Louisville, Ky.,
and Gaheena, Ark., in 1972, a turbulent
era of American history a hugely divisive
time filled with news of the Vietnam
War, the feminist movement and heated
race relations.
The main character is Calvin Turtle, a
young man who is dealing with the death
of his parents and his role in their death.
Babcock said the work is best described
as a coming-of-age novel.
"His parents die and leave him all this
stuff," Babcock said. "They leave him a
bunting preserve and the family business.
So he's 20-years-old and he's got to take
on the world, and be's fairly ill-equipped
to do so.
"He's dealing with the breakdown of
his family, and on a larger scale, a kind of
disintegration of American culture."
Calvin Turtle inherits his parents' playing card business, which leads to even
more difficulties throughout the novel.
Turtle's age is similar to that of many

of Babcock's students, which makes him
relatable, he said.
"There are a lot of people in the neighborhood of 20-years-old on this campus,"
Babcock said. "They may not be able to
relate to the era, but I think a lot of issues
in the book are common and typical for
twenty-year-olds: struggling against
parental values, trying to find themselves
in a world where it's kind of hard to
locate one's self."
Babcock said he finds the experience of
publishing his first novel "very cool."
"It's very meaningful to me to get to
this phase," he said. "It's kind of bard to
fmd the words to describe it. I'm very
proud of it."
Before pursuing the life of an author,
Babcock worked as a ballroom dance
instructor, farm hand, weigh-man in a
cotton gin, bunting guide, pool table
repair mechanic, small business owner,
carpenter, free-lance journalist and blues
drummer.
Even after coming to Murray State in
1992, Babcock served in a variety of roles.
A Regents Residential College head he
also served as director of the low-residency Master of Fine Arts Program in
Creative Writing.
"I didn't set out to jump around," he
said. "It just kind of happened that way,
and I wouldn't have it any other way. I
think it just makes me richer and makes
the world more understandable for me
because I have been around and 1 kind of

David Borum

SPOTLIGHT -

Staff writer

Baurer nears
retirement
pays tribute
to University

lli 1976 Murray State graduate
assistant Jim Saurer took an open
University position to assist in the
development of a new intramural
program and he has worked with
Murray State since.
In November, the University will
bid at least a temporary farewell to
Baurer.
In 1990, Baurer took the position
of director of Student Life, which
entails advising and oversight of
the Student Government Association, leadership development, the
University Bookstore, the University post office, the wellness center,
campus recreations, sports clubs
and campus ministers.
· Baurer said he is also the point of
contact for the new free speech
zone south of the Curris Center,
reservation contact for outdoor
areas north of the Curris Center
and a contributor to the auxiliary
budget of Student Affairs.
Saurer began as physical educa-

encourage students to do that. to try not
to stay in one groove. Study abroad or
take a job for a year or try some different
things."
Even with all his experiences, Babcock
found the experience of publishing his
first novel difficult at times, he said. It
took a while to find his current Louisville,
Ky., based publisher MotesBooks.
"It took a lot of tries and a lot of failures
and a lot of rejections and a lot of suggestions," he said. "It's a daunting task to get
a book published. I had several ncar, near
successes along the way. Finally, I found
a publisher that was just wild about the
book."
Teresa Ray, senior from Farmington,
Ky., said she enjoyed having Babcock for
creative writing classes, and said he is a
very powerful writer.
"Professor Babcock is an extremely
stimulating teacher and detailed in his
critiques during creative writing (classes)," she said. "He's tough. and usually
right.
"He wrote an article, and when 1 read
it, it was a beads-up about how far you
have to go in order to expose yourself on
the page."
Babcock showcased his literary talents
to the University community by reading a
excerpt from "The King of Gaheena" on
Sept. 25 in the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Robin Phl!lps!The News

Squire Babcock siQns his novel, 'The KinQ of Gaheena' at his book read- ·
lnQ In the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery.

Megan Locke can be reached at
mcgan.Jocke@murraystatc.cdu.

tion
graduate
assistant when colleague Chad Stewart offered him a
position the first
year of the Cam·
pus
Recreation
program. He said
the program is
designed to "provide more opportunities for students to have
Jim Saurer recreation beyond
Director of
the classroom."
When
Baurer
Student Life took the position,
the University intramural opportunities were limited to softball, basketball. swimming and track.
''To see the numbers we have
now, the additional opportunities
for our students, and the improvement of our (recreational> facilities
arc among the things I will always
remember," Baurer said.
After his November retirement,
Baurer said he plans to take a little
time off, though coaching high
school and middle school soccer

will keep Baurer busy for the next
few months. he said he is uncertain
of how his future cards will fall.
"In an ideal world, I would like to
return to the University on a parttime basis to ftll some need in Stu·
dent Affairs," Baurer said.
Baurcr and University officials
have not finalized a negotiation.
Baurer said three things about his
time at the Universit)' make it
memorable.
"The first is, I really enjoy having
the opportunity to work with students," Baurer said.
Baurer said secondly, he enjoys
the different types of events he has
had the opportunity to administer
through the Curris Center and third
ly, is the gradual development of
the Campus Recreation.
Scott Moyes, senior from Henderson, Ky., said he hopes Saurer's
legacy is remembered by his
"incomparable dedication," which
"seemed natural to him because of
his sincere passion and love for students."
As president of Sigma Phi

Epsilon, Moyes said he relates with
Baurer often.
"It's hard to find someone who
you can call at anytime. and ask for
anything, but Baurer was one of
those people," Moyes said.
Mike Young, assistant vice president for Student Affairs said the
entire campus has benefitted from
Saurer's hard work and dedication.
"Murray State has been fortunate
to have a professional like Jim Baurer," Young said. "He has worked
tirelessly for the betterment of not '
only Murray State students, but for
the betterment of the Murray community."
Murray State administrators have
not named Baurer's replacement,
but Don Robertson, Vice President
for Student Affairs, said he is currently formulating a set of requirements for future candidates and a
search committee of students, faculty and staff. who will decide who
willlill Baurer's role at the University.
David Borum can be reached at
david.borum@murraystate.edu.
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freshman Kent Wilcox takes aim during a practice this fall. The Racers opened their conference Saturday with a win against the University of Tennessee Martin and will host the Rose·Huiman Institute of Tecnology tomorrow.

Will Pinkston
Staff writer
The Murray State rifle team
opened its season with a close win
against die UniversitY ofTennessce
Martin Saturday :.t the Pat Spurgin
Range at Murray State.
The team shot an aggregate total
score of 4.575 against UT Martin's
aggregate total of 4,529. The Racers
won both the small bore and the air
rifle matches. with UT Martin trailing by a clo·se margin in both events.
Junior Kasey Meyer narrowly won
the small bore competition with a
score of 575, against UT Martin's
Heather Tillson, who shot a score of
572.
"Heather Tillson always shoots

well for (UT Martin)," Meyer said.
u As a team, however, we knew we
were better than them, so we
weren't all that worried about her.
Murray State narrowly won the
small bore competition by orily a ISpoint margin over UT Martin, with a
score of 2.258 to 2.243. In air rifle,
Murray State also won by a narrow
margin, with a score of 2,317 to 2,286,
only a 31-point margin.
"UT Martin has one exceptional
shooter (in Heather Tillson), but
because of their title nine standards,
they Wl!ren't able to pair their top
shooters together," senior Erica
Meece said.
In the air rifle event, Meyer and
UT Martin's Tillson were caught in
another close match with Tillson

out-shooting Meyer by only one
point, 586 to 585.
"I'm very happy with how I shot,"
Meyer said. "Small bore went really
well for me. Air rifle could have been
a little higher, but for the first match
of the season, I can't complain.''
Murray State sophomore Kent
Wilcox placed third in air rifle, while
senior Erica Meece placed fourth in
both air rifle and small bore. Freshman Ashley Rose placed fifth in nir
rifle and junior Harley Jette finished
in sixth place.
"I thought we did pretty good for
the first match of the year," Meyer
said. "They shot pretty well, but I
don't see us having to worry about
them later on in the year. I think our
biggest competition in the OVC i.s

still jacksonville State."
While the newfound rivalry match
between the Jacksonville :State
Gamecocks and Murray State won't
happen until Nov. 1 at the Pat Spurgin Range, the Murray State rifle
team will host Rose·Hulman Insti·
tute of Technology's rifle tcnm at
home this weekend.
Last season. Murray State faced
the Rose-Hulman Engineers and
came away with a decisive victory
with Murray State shooting a total
aggregate score of 4,!i85 to Rosc-Hulman's 4.275.
Kasey Meyer shot a 580 In air rille
and a 553 in small bore for an aggregate of 1,133. Rose-Hulm:m's Tommy
Buetow, returning to the Engineers
this season as a senior, shot a 529 in

air rifle and a 540 in small bore for a
team-high aggregate of 1169.
"I'm looking forward to the match
(against Rose Hulman)," Meyer said.
"It seems like our first match of the
year we always under perform. so 1
think as a team, we should shoot a
little bit better and I hope that 1 can
improve my scores a hit as well."
With the Murray State rifle team
practicing Monday through Friday
this week, Meyer and the team
expects an easy match-up against the
Rose-Hulman Engineers
Said Meece: "I know we'll do
exceptionally better, considering
that the young shooters were able to
get the pre-game jitters out."

Will Pinkston can be reached Dt
william.pinkscon@murraystate.cdu.

Soccer starts 2-0
in conf~rence play
Elizabeth Johnson

en's soccer champions.
Murray State had seven shots
on goal, as opposed to the four
tallied by the Redhawks.
Murray State's soccer team.
With 20:U gone on the clock,
now 6·4-1 on the season, earned
Murray State freshman midfieldfirst place in the Ohio Valley
er Rachel Wright headed the ball
Conference standings with a 2·0
to sophomore midfielder Katie
start in conference play this
Wilson who sank the ball into the
weekend.
The Racers defeated Southeast • back of the net from 25 yards for
Missouri State J-0, and Eastern · the game's only goal.
lllinois 3-0, on the road, making it
Sunday's game in Charleston,
lU., was much the same story, as
the first time since 2002 the Racthe Racers recorded another
ers started with a 2-0 conference
shutout, as well as outshooting
record.
EIU 18-13.
Head Coach Beth Acreman said
The first half consisted of a dry
though the team performed well,
spell for both teams, with neither
thcre1is still a lot of work to do.
scoring.
I" We are obviously pleased with
Things took off for the Racers
our first weekend of conference
when freshman midfielder Sophie
play," Acreman said. ''We are also
Hargreaves put in her fourth goal
aware that we still have a long
of the season with a set up from
way to go, but I was happy with
sophomore forward Kalli McCoy
the way the team reacted on the
after 1:39 into the second half.
first two games. We are taking a
After 61:33 was gone on the
game at a time and making sure
game clock, Wilson headed the
we stay focused on our shortball in for her third goaJ of the
term goals. It was great to have
season, two coming in these contwo shutouts. Our defensive unit
secutive matches.
has really started 't o bond and I
Senior forward Rebekah Clay
have been impressed with their
tallied the assist.
determination and effort to kt•ep
Junior forward Nicole Evans
the two shutouts."
assisted Wright for the win as
SEMO, who was 0-4-1 going
Wright went one-on-one with
into the game, was overpowered
Panthers goalie Jenny Williams
by the Racers energy on both
after 70:04 of game time passed.
offense and defense.
"We are a young team and jt
Control of the ball, while in
has been really nice to see the
Racer possession, was a key facyounger players come into their
tor in the weekend win over
own in the last couple of weeks, w
SEMO, the reigning OVC wornStaff writer

_......._..,......._ ...

-- -

Acreman said. "1 am excited to
see them develop further in the
next couple of weeks and they
will defmitcly play a part in our
overall success. The upperclassmen have been key in helping all
the new players settle in quickly.''
This 3-0 shutout boosted Mur·
ray State's sophomore goalkeeper
Tara Isbell to eight career
shutouts, ranking her third in the
program.
"Tara had two solid games this
weekend," Acreman said. "She is
a very important part of our puzzle. Our team feeds off of her performances and she has showed a
lot of character in the last couple
of games. The sky is the limit for
1ara in the second part of our
season.''
The Racers compete at 2 p.m.
Sunday against UT Martin at
Cutchin Field, continuing conference play with the Skyhawks who
have a record of ().2-2 on the season and are 1·0-1 in OVC play.
"We are going to continue to
train hard," Acreman added. "I
have been telling the team that
we need to take one game at a
time and once they have been
played we have to fully focus on
our next competition. It is easy to
reminisce on your past victories.
but we are staying very focused
and the players know what they
have to do."

Elizabeth johnson can be
reached at clizabctha.johnson@
murraystatc.cdu.

.

Rick BurreifThe News

Senior forward Rebekah Clay jumps to play a ball in a oame against Marshall University this fall. The
Racers kicked-off the Ohio Valley Conference Sept. 26 and 28 with an undefeated start.
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WIDS
Alison Mugler
Sports Editor

Another week goes by in college football that has sports betters running from
their bookies.
USc got tagged by the Beavers, Florida
got the Houston Nutt upset special, Clemson got a taste of Terrapin and Georgia
Wj\S ·washed up in
·
the ')"ide.
Trojans
,T)'le
seemed to have a
nasty
hangover
from the Ohio State
game. They visited
Corvallis and the
same Beavers who
visited Happy Valley and left with
MacAllister
their tails beaten
Assistant
off, outplayed the
Sports Editor
mighty Trojans.
The same Trojans who allowed just 71
yJlr.ds rushing total against Ohio State
gave up 186 yards to Jacquizz Rogers, a
fre.-hman from Richmond, Texas.
·Fl~rida has some reason to be concemcd after its loss to the Rebels. The
G;ltors gave up three fumbles after having
none in the first three games. The Gators
also. gave up several big plays, typically
UJ}C~aracteristic of an Urban Meyer team.
For the Clemson Tigers, it was all Thunder and Lightning in the first half, but in
the second it was Darrius Heyward·Bcy
who stole the show. Heyward·Bey took a
reverse in the third quarter and went 75
yards inside the Tiger 10. From there, it
was all Terrapins. Maryland outscored
Clemson 14-0 in the second half.
Last week's game of the week, the blackou_t of Georgia, was knocked out before
halftime. The Crimson Tide hit the Bulldogs in the mouth and put them down in
the first half. At the end of the ftrst half,
the score was 31-0 in favor of the Tide.
The Bulldogs got as close as 31-17 before
the Tide reawakened and the game ended
41-30.
In this week No. 9 USC bas zero time to
pout about its loss because a lapse against
No. 23 Oregon could be disastrous. The
Ducks boast one of the most prolific
offenses on the West Coast, scoring more
than 30 points in all of their five contests
this season. Twice the Ducks have struck
wit!} more than 60 points.
.:The Big Ten has yet another big matchup this week when No. 18 Wisconsin hosts
No. 14 Ohio State in the match-up of the
one)oss teams. Wisconsin is coming off a
· los~ to Michigan in the Big House, which
~ouldn't be a bad thing if Michigan wasn't
flat .awful this year. Ohio State can still see
visions of USC dancing in their heads and
both teams need this win to boost their
BCS resume.
The Big 12 has a big game this weekend
with possible Heisman trophy candidate
Chase Daniel meeting up with a resurgent
Nebraska team. Nebraska is coming off a
tough loss to, former Racer coach, Frank
Beamer and the Virgina Tech Hokies. Missouri has destroyed all opponents including the "Juice" and Illinois.
In the SEC, there are two intriguing
match-ups. The first is the No. 13 Auburn
<tt No. 19 Vanderbilt. Auburn had the
crushing loss to LSU and walked through
the game with Mississippi State that was a
real shootout, 3·2. Vanderbilt has already
beaten South Carolina in Spurrier's house
~g , ple Miss in the house the Nutt is

I

c·ouege
football
pick 'em

•;

Tim MacAllister can be reached at
!illl.P.thy.macallister@murraystate.edu.

Kyle R09ers
Sports writer
Last week: 6-5
Season record: 40-18

Devon "AK" Bethune
Ad desiQner
Last Week: 7·4
Season record: 42·16

#4 Missouri @ Nebraska

#24 UConn @ North Carolina
#13 Auburn @ #19 Vanderbilt
Florida St. @ Miami (Fla.)

I

#7 Texas Tech @ Kansas St.
Kentucky @ #2 Alabama
#6 Penn St. @ Purdue

Pittsburgh @ #10 South Florida
Oregon St. @ #15 Utah

270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts
·Murray
--------------~-----State Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST
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Ricky Martin
Sports writer
Last week: 8-3
Season record: 41-17

#23 Oregon @ #9 USC

Eyecare ~£~f!.~!!!~~O?J

!.,1:-. -----

Alison Mugler
Tim MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor
Sports Editor
Last week: 7-4
last week: 6-5
Season record: 33-25 Season record: 40·18

#14 Ohio State @ #18 Wisconsin

~uilding.

The next game is a let-down check. The
Crimson Tic.le are coming off of the
biggest win in Nick Saban's short tenure
there. over Georgia. Alabama faces the
Keruucky Wildcats, who also have not lost
this: season. One cannot help but remem·
ber;i.su in Lexington last year and the
:Wirdcats pulling off the upset. Saban's
i@ih has to (ake care of business this Sat~day.
- That brings us to our frrst Mac Award of
th.c. ,Week. The Coaches Award goes to
~~c~ 'Saban. The Crimson Tide coach beat
~~o. 2 team in the country by double
digits. Yet after the game he goes off on
his team for letting Georgia outscore them
in the second half. The kind of attitude
~t will get 'Barna back on top.
: The upset of the week was Oregon
State. The Beavers beat the No. 1 Trojans
in almost every aspect of the game.
• The final Mac Award goes to the USC
Trojans for being the only #1 to get beat in
a Thursday night game.

The Murray State Men's
Golf team earned a first
place overall finish at the
Murray State Invitational,
marking the teams ftfth
straight year taking the title
since 2004.
Although the Racers have
won the tournament the previous four years. Head
Coach Eddie Hunt said the
team uses the pressure to
their advantage.
"Every year the tournament gets tougher and
tougher," Hunt said. "This
puts more pressure on us
because we have better
teams giving us a more challenging field each year."
The men shot team scores
of 272·279·284 for a score of
835, defeating the runner-up,
Central Arkansas, who shot
an overall score of 855.
With this 20 shot victory,
the Racers also entered the
record books with the
•
largest margin of victory in
tournament history.
This marks the second
week in a row that the men
won a tournament by more
than 10 strokes.
Finishing third was Morehead State University, who
shot a final score of 845, with
Western Illinois University
and Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville finish·
ing fourth and ftfth consecutively.
Despite the team's victory,
the Racers have yet to earn
an individual first-place finish.
Both sophomore Cameron
Carrico and junior Chris
Griffin tied for second indi·
Ebine Kight!The News vidually.
Carrico and Griffin earned
Sophomore golfer cameron cameo takes a swin9 out of the bunker at the Murray State Invitational on
a 207 overall score. shooting
Monday. cameo tied for second place individually with an overall score of 207.

a 64-71-71 and 69-68·70 con·
sccutively.
The duo finished just six
strokes behind the individual winner Nick McCarty
from SIU Edwardsville, who
shot scores of 67·69-65 for a
total of 201.
Hunt said that although
the team has yet to earn an
individual victory, the success of the team remains top
priority.
"ln collegiate golf the
most important thing is the
teafll title.'' Hunt said.
"Although (individual victories) are good for publicity
for the guys, it is our goal to
win overall as a team. Any·
time you have three players
finish top six, that says
something about your team
in a tough field like we
faced."
Sophomore Jared Wolfe
finished the tournament
with scores of 67-68-73=208,
giving him a fifth place fin·
ish.
Senior Nick Newcomb
took 13th with scores of 7272·69, while Hunter Ford
finished No. 59 with a 228
overall score.
After a week off, the Rac·
ers will head to the University of Tennessee at Martin
for the Sky hawk Classic Oct.
13·14 at the Paris landing
State Park.
Hunt said he has high
expectations for a strong
showing at the tournament.
"With these past two wins
under our belt, we are now
trying for a 3-peat.'' Hunt
said. "I don't think we've
ever had three (tournament
wins) in a row, so that would
be our goal going into that
tournament."
Alison Mug/er can be
reached at alison.mugler@
murraystatc.cdu.
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Racers
compete
·in bass .

Each week. The News will pick some of the top plays In Racer athletics. To submit a play for consideration in Hot Shots. contact Alison Mugler at alison.muglertmurraystate.edu.

l>iloto courtesy of gor.1cer~.com

1

Sop homore
outside hitter
Ashley Nenninger was
named OVC
Defensive
Player of the
week for her
12 block performance
over
two
matches dur·
ing the week·
end.

Top: Goalkeeper Tara Isbell was named the Goalkeeper of the Week In the OVC. Bottom: Freshman defend·
er Jenna Fioranelll was named an AII·OVC selection
for her contribution to saturdays 2·0 record.

Elaine Ktghlflhe News

Sophomore runner Katelyn Jones was named Female Runner of
the week In the OVC after her second-place finish in the Sk
event saturday at the Saluki Invitational.

I

tournament·
...
t
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The field for the 2008 Boat U.S. National Collegiate Bass Fishing Championship,
held Sept. 20 on Lake lewisville, just outside Dallas. was full
I
with 106 two-person
••
teams representing
57 schools from 23
states. The full-field
enrollment makes it
the largest college
bass
tournament
ever held, four MurSteve
ray State anglers •
Miller ,
Dan Langton, Corey Outdoor columnist'
1
Carr, Dn.·w Snider
and Treston Smith - were right in 1 the
thick of it ns they attempted to win their
second national championship in three
years.
The team of Langton and Carr fought
their way to an impressive eigth-place finish after catching a solid 12.50 lbs. on' day
one and another 13.27 lbs. on day two.
Snider and Smith overcame just one catch
of only 3.18 lbs. and rebounded to bring
U.83 lbs. to the scale on day two, finishing
in 47th place. Both teams came short of
making the cut of the top five teams and
advancing to the championship round. 1 •
Carr and Langton felt like they were on
Ric.k Bum!S/The Nt'Ws •
the fish to get into the championship
round, but after hooking up with a 6·,'5-'
and 3-pounder, the bass fought their hatdest to get unhooked and were successful. '
"Losing those fish was tough," Langtoti
said. "Any of those keepers would have'
put us in the final day, and letting thcrli
around .300. This was a good day
get away is comparable to fumbling ort tht~
for her."
goal line in football"
•' •
Sauer, a true freshman stepped
For Snider and Smith, it was not the'
into the libcro spot this season and
bass that gave them fits, but the weather.
has frequently had the most digs.
After establishing a solid game plan dur"That's what we'r<.~ looking for is
ing the three-day practice period before
for her to have those numbers or
the tournament, Mother Nature inter.:
higher," Schwepker said. "She's
vened to make things tough.
·1
now full-time and she needs to be
Their pattern relied on sunshine, and
having high numbers. That's why
day one l.'Onditions were overcast, yieldJ
we have her there and she's solid in
ing them only two fish.
that position. She's doing what she
".JNe were targeting fish holding tigb't_to
should1Je doing on defense."
cover to get out of the sun," Snider said.
The Racers will go on the road
··once it became overcast. the fish ju11t
once again for a four game road
scattered. It. was really disappointing:" •
swing. Friday, Murray State will
The sun was shining again on day' two
travel to Clarksville, Tenn., to take
and Snider and Smith redeemed them..
on Austin Peay State University.
selves with a five-fish limit weighing;ll:8~
The Lady Govs have had a solid
to propel them from 81st place to 47th. • · ·
season so far with an 11-5 record and
"We bounced back on day two as ttie
3-1 in the OVC.
weather finally cooperated, but it was
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
late," Snider said. "If we had the sunshine
kylc.•.rogl'rs@murmystatc.edu.
on day one, I think we would have had a
shot to make the cut and be in contentio'n
runners' legs tired. Now the trainfor a win."
ing has been a lot easier, we've
The success at this tournament 'lind
backed off. The runners are 11 lot
high finishes in some spring tournaments
more fit so their going to feel more
is sending the messages to other compensharp. Now there are better times."
tors that Murray State is a force to' be
The men were running without
reckoned with in the collegiate bass 'fi~h
freshman Jordan Nikolaisen, who
ing arena.
was nursing a sore hip flexor.
"This really puts us on the map," LangNikolaisen is one of the top runton said. "While a top-five finish was my
ners for the Racers this season, fin·
goal coming into this tournament, people
ishing first for the men's team at the
will still sec Murray State in the top 10 of
Mizzou Cross Country Challenge
the standings."
Sept.l3.
Langton said an offseason comes in·the
Both teams will head to louisville
form of tournament hosted on Kenruclty
this Saturdar to run in the Greater
Lake once a month for members to keep
Louisville Classic.
their angling skills sharp.
' ;'
Ricky Martin con be reached nt
Steve Miller can be reached ' 'at
~

Volleyball gets 1st OVC win on weekend
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
The Murray State volleyball team
did something this weekend they
hadn't done all season; they played
at home.
After Jl-straight road matches to
start the season, the Racers welcomed Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State and Southern Illinois to
Racer Arena and went 1-2 on the
home-stand.
Friday, Murr:iy State took three
sets from Eastern Kentucky. only
dropping the first set. The Colonels
captured the early lead with a 25·21
opening set. The Racers then closed
the door taking the next three sets
25-22, 25-19, and 25-15.
Freshman Kaylcah Sauer led the
way with 20 digs followed by senior
• Alison Mugler with 19. The Racers

Women
take runner
up spot at
Southern
illinois

as a team, out blocked the Colonels,
11 to 6.
Saturday, Murray State welcomed Morehead State where they
fell in the first set 22-25, but battled
back to tic the match with a 25-23
set. Thl' Eagles took the next set
22-24 before the Racers pushed
them to the end before falling 27-29.
Sophomore Sara Hayden had a
hitting pl•rcentage of .419 with 15
kills. Sauer led in digs once again
ith 18, followea closely by senior
Heather Norris with 17. The Racers
fell to 1-1 in Ohio Valley Conference
play.
Murray State then played host to
a solid Sl U team. The Salukis had a
record of 9-3 coming into Racer
Arena Tuesday.
SIU took the first set 25-20 before
the Ra<.:ers bounced back and took a
set of their own, 25-20. Coming out

of the intermission, Southt.•rn Illinois took a 25-16 from Murray StMe
before t1nishing the final set 25-6.
"l thought the ftrst game was
fine," Head Coach David Schwcpkcr said. "They're a strong team so
we played fine the first game and
second game, we obviously played
well in that one. And then it just
went down. They obviously picked
up on their blocking."
Mugler led the Racer defense
with 21 digs followed b}'"Sauerwirh
16. Freshman Jade Guo led Murray
State with 24 assists. Hayden led
the offensive attack and hit for .444
with fellow sophomore Bccca Lamb
hitting .242. Both players had 10
kills each.
"Becca's hitting is where it should
be on a normal day," Schwepker
said. "Sara <Hayden) did good. A
normal day for her should be

Ricky Marti.o

three runners for the Racers, both
joining Jones in tht• top 10 overall.
Murray State finished with seven
runners inside the top 25.
As for the men, senior Andrew
Beckman from Louisville, Ky., was
the front runner in the Bk race with
•• time of 28:01.67. Beckman was
joined by senior Jack Findley and
junior Theron Ch;'llepah as the top
three runners for the Racers. Heckman. Findley and Chalepah all ran
personal bests, as the Racers finished 6th ovl·r;.~ll.
"It's mostly physiologic;'ll," Head
Coach Chris England said. "The
first couple of weeks was lots of
strength training which made the

Staff writer
The Murray Statt• University
men's and women's cross country
teams were both in action this past
Saturday in Carbondale. Ill., running in the Saluki Invitational.
The women's team took second
place and, finishing four points
behind the hosting Salukis of Southern Illinois University.
Sophomore Katclyn Jones set her
career best in the 5k this season
with a time of 18:22.51 ;-~nd finished
in second place overall. Freshman
Karissa Magnuson and senior
Alaina Zanin rounded out the top

to'o

richard.martin@murray.state.cdu.

stevcn.millcr@murraystatc.edu.
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Monday 1\Jighl: Fo:d:ball
Enter for a
chance to win a
Toyota pick-up
t ru ck du ring the
ga me.

69¢

CRISPY TACOS·
EVERY NIGHT 9 PM UNTIL CLOSE -

Beginning Tuesday, Ocl7, the group will meet from 12:lG-1:45 pm

In Ordway Hall, Room 305. To reserve your space,
call the MSU Women's Center at 809-3140
or e-mail us@ womenscenter.murraystate@gmail.com
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The Water Cooler

National news and gossip that's sure
;to spice up your lunch conversation
~Dformation and photos from
the Associated Press
Complied by sta« writer Ricky Martin

•
• Springsteen, Joel support Obama
•

Rock stars Bruce
Springsteen
and
Billy Joel are joining
forces for their first
joint concert to benefit
Democratic
, presidential nominee
' Barack Obama. The
rockers will perform
the concert at the
Hammerstein Ballroom in New York
Bruce
City Oct. 16, the day
after Obama's final Springsteen
• debate with Republi. can nominee John McCain.
Tickets start at $500 and go up
$10,000. Obama is expected to attend.

•
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· Fall break spurs traveL
I
d I
l~[~~~~::i~\-:·~::;~i;=r::t.: stu ents eave Murray
Griffin sues McMahon for debt

1

The Griffin Group Inc., founded by

: "Tonight Show" sidekick the money in 1
~ 2005 and hasn't been reimbursed. McMa- Bee Feldhaus
ton, Ky., a four-and-a-half hour drive
hon's publicist didn't directly address the Staff writer
away, Kccncland is another way to spend
lawsuit, which is seeking repayment of the
a long weekend. According to
: money, with interest and attorney fees.
A three-day weekend can most likely
keencland.com, the facilities are open
: Griffin, the longtime talk-show host who go one of two ways: It can leave students
year-round with race meetings in April
t created "Jeopardy" and "Wheel of For- scratching their heads trying their hardand October.
tune," died in 2007.
Allison Brugge, sophomore from Lexest to find something to do, or it can have
ington, Ky., said she enjoys Keencland ·
possibilities galore. Taking a tour through
, Jackson hospitalized, no diagnosis
the neighboring metropolitan areas gives
because of the beautiful grounds and
Janet Jackson was hospitalized after students a peak into what fall break has
horses. During the year, even when races
~ falling ill shortly before a concert, said a
to offer.
are not in session. the track is open to the
• representative of the 42-year-old singer.
St. james Court Art Show, hosted annupublic.
According to statement released by ally in Louisville, Ky.. is an opportunity
"You c:~n go there just to watch them
W&W Public Relations. the singer can- for students to sec a range of artistic
warm up at five or s ix in the morning,
celed her concert in Montreal, Canada on media from many different vendors. The
and they have a breakfast that you can
• Monday after she "got suddenly ill" during show is open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday and
attend," Urugge said. "It's cool to go
• her sound check and had to be rushed to Saturday and 10 a.m. to S p.m. Sunday.
down and just hang out."
% the hospital just before show time. Jack- 1
According to its Web site, stjarncscourt
Brugge said it is well worth the drive to
: son has since been released from the hos- artshow.com, this event is "a juried fine
witness the facilities, especially during
~ pital.
arts and fine crafts show produced by a
open races.
Four hours in a different direction
consortium of five non-profit neighborPhoto courtesy of flkkr com
reveals different activities.
Spears petitions for trial delay
hood associations and one church - St.
In the German district of Soulard, Mo., St. James Court Art Show. hostedannually In l ouisville, Ky., is an opRor., Britney Spears' att'Orney has asked a James Court. Belgravia Court, at 1300 S.
Judge to oelay the singer's upcoming t rial Third St., S. Fourth Street.- an<f the West
the annual Oktooer£est blazes on.
tunity for students to see a ranoe of artistic media from many vendors.
; on a misdemeanor charge for driving with- End Baptist Church."
According to soulardoktoberfest.com, the
: out a valid license.
In 1957, Malcolm Bird, president of the
celebration offers live music all three
~
Attorney J. Michael Flanagan filed a St. Jamc!\ Court Association, started the
days. It begins 5 p.m. Friday and ends 6
r petition in Los Angeles Superior Court on
art show as a fundraiser to fix-up the
p.m. Sunday.
Monday seeking a stay in the criminal neighborhood. Since then, the annual
Although many times an Oktoberfest is
case. Flanagan, who has twice requested a show brings in hundreds of thousands of
friendlier for those 21 and up, this event
offers something for all ages. The festival
: case dismissal, s,aid Spears should only pay J visitors to the Victorian streets of Old
begins with the colorful opening cere: a $10 fine and not face a criminal trial.
Louisville.
• The case stems from an incident the 26Charlotte Pollock and Claire Warner.
monies and includes a BMW car show.
: year-old singer had in August 2007 when freshmen from Louisville Ky., said they
Miss Oktoberfest pageant, art show and
( she hit a parked car, left the scene and did enjoy attending the art show. Pollock said
much more. The show is open to the pub'· not have a valid California license.
she looks forward to her second year.
lic.
•
~
while Warner is attending her third.
Just a two· hour drive south. Nashville,
: Ledger's estate in debate
•1 like to see the paintings. and seeing
Tenn., constantly supports both local a11d
•' More stories stemming from the acci- how everybody has different ways of
internationally known musical talents.
~ dential death of former actor Heath working with materials and expressing
This weekend they house an international
affair.
• Ledger have surfaced, this time concern- themselves." Pollock said.
ing the life insurance payment to Ledger's
Warner said she noticed the crowd
The Bluegrass Fan Fest, sponsored by
the International Bluegrass Music Associ2-year-old daughter.
growing every year.
"It's becoming more well known
ation, starts Friday and wraps up on SunA former attorney for Ledger is suing
over the $10 million policy he claims has because of the diversity of the art,"
day, according to ibma.org.
Ti£ket prices start at $85 for those not
, gone unpaid since the actor's death earlier Warner said.
belonging to the IBMA, the festival
Pollock said it is worth the three-and-a: this year. Attorney JohnS. LaViolette sued
promises a worthwhile performance.
; Minnesota-based ReliaStar Life Insurance half hour drive.
f.'our stages boast the most popular and
; Co. in July, claiming the company is trying 1 "You should definitely go if you're into
successful Bluegrass acts like the MayI to avoid paying the claim to daughter 1 art," she said. "I remember going and
t Matilda Rose. A scheduling conference for leaving thinking about the paintings that
belles and Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver.
"' the case is scheduled Dec. 1.
stuck in my mind. !t's great to get
One of the most exciting events of the
•
inspired and see how other people think."
wt•ekend is the Grand Master's Fiddle
Ph<•tu courte~y ol ryanholl.u.J.ly.~orn'
Competition.
Johansson, Reynolds tie the knot
I Another selection for students this fall
T
his
weekend
is
opening
day
at
K
eeneland
Racetrack In lexinqton. Ky.' •
Bee Feldhaus can be reached at rebecca.
: Actors Scarlett Johansson and Ryan break is the opening weekend at
feldhau.s@murraystate.edu.
Keeneland
is
a
four·and·a-half
hour
drive
from
Murray.
:• Reynolds tied the knot this weekend in a Keencland Racetrack. Located in Lcxing1• ceremony held at a resort outside VancouEver, British Columbia, Canada. The I
\ recently engaged couple had a small wedt ding that included Johansson's mother,
• Melanie Sloan. and her brother. Adrian
wear purple ribbons to honor surof perpetrators or victims in the
of the Merryman House's servkes
Johansson. Johansson recently starred in I Whitney Harrod
future.
vivors and those domestic violence
until they arc approached.
=· the Woody Allen film "Vicky Cristina Features Editor
victims who did not survive their
Furthermore. she said there arc
Owens said the client assistance
Barcelona," and Reynolds was the star in
struggle.
more
than
50
reasons
why
victims
budget
has suffered budget ~·uts.
·; the recently released romantic comedy
He may beat her, threaten her or
and can only provide $100 for e:tcb
Owens said in Kentucky. 23
stay in abusive relationships. The
: "Definitely, Maybe."
even kill her.
1
domcstk violence victims. the
main reason is financial obligations.
client as opposed to $200 last year.
:
But an organization is trying to
llirgest number recorded to date,
"One of the hardest things to do
end this struggle. which affects
To raise money. the Merryman
~ Locklear Jailed, drugs suspected
were killed last year by their perpefor many victims is to find a job and
House is participating in 11 cell
hundreds of women and children
:• According to authorities, actress
trators.
keep work, and they may feel like
phone collection drive. The Ken·
throughout the western Kentucky
•: Heather Locklear was arrested on susplthey can't make it on their own,"
"There's more victims of domestucky home place is also helping
area.
: cion of driving under
tic violence in the college setting
Owens said.
collect phones for the drive.
October is National Domestic
:.. the influence of a
than we sec in the courtroom,"
"Any phone can dial 911, and
Types of domestic abuse include
Violence
Awareness
month .
t controlled
subOwens said. "This is because vic·
physical. sexual, emotional and verthat's important for domestic vioAccording to ncadv.org. the monthstance. The
47tims arc afraid, ashamed or just
bal abuse.
lence victims," Owens said.
long observance began in 1981 by
year-old
Locklear
don't know who to call."
"Once a victim hears herself
Phones collected a rc either
the
National
Coalition
Against
t. was pulled over by a
Owens said summer and faU arc
called no good the first lime, she
Domestic
Violence.
T
his
month,
reused
by Me rryman House's
; California Highway
the busiest times of the year for the
will believe it ag:tin and again,"
clients or exchanged for money.
local, state and national events will
: Patrol officer SaturOwens said. "And then there's
Merryman House in Murray and
Owens said to donate, drop off new
strive to connect domestic violence
: day afternoon after a
the outreach shelter in Paducah,
choking, smothering. biting and
or used cell ph~>ncs to the Murrar
advocates who are ,hoping to end
• resident
reported
Ky.
sherrifr~ department.
•_
threatening to harm the children or
violence against women.
•' seemg
.
h
t e actress
She
said
there
is
more
violence
pets."
On
Oct.
24,
the
Merryman
Hous~
October
also
marks
the
30th
· leaving a parking lot ...._.~-_-......
this time of the year because famiThe Merryman House has a $750
will present "Live, Laugh, Love and
anniversary of the Merryman
• and "driving erratiHeather
lies arc arguing over stimulus
annual budget that provides clients
House Domestic Crisis Center,
leave a Lt.•gacy."
•
: cally:•
Locklear
1
with assistance money for expenses
checks and rising gas prices.
The fundraising e vent ta ke.:;
which
directly
works
with
victims
; The
officer
such as insurance payments. hom•of domestic violence in both MurIn July, the Merryman House
place at the Robert Cherry Civic
noticed Locklear's car parked on a state
ing rent and lawyer fees.
received 36 domestic violence
Center in Paducah. Ky., to celebrat~
ray
and
Paducah,
Ky.
highway, blocking a lane in Montecito, a
the anniversary of the Merrymap
phone calls and assisted 16 new
Ashley Stanton, graduate student
The house provides a 24-bour
wealthy community about 90 miles north- I
from Lietchficld, Ky.. inte rns
clients and nine continuing clients.
House.
crisis line, an emergency shelter for
- west of Los Angeles. She was booked at 7
through the Community Counselor
"I once bad a client that kept her
For more information about the
victims
and
children,
counseling.
; p.m. but was later released from custody. ,
hair cut short because it was always
Program at the Merryman House.
Merryman House or ttl purchase
outreach services. court advocacy
; Locklear checked into a medical clinic in '
being pulled out," Owens said.
tickets, contact Owens at 270-759She attends weekly family court
and other services.
~ Ju ne to seek treatment for anxiety and
According to Owens, 75 percent
2373.
hearings in Calloway County and
Carla
Owens,
domestic
crisis
depression.
of victims have young children,
talks to women after the hearings.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
outreach advocate, said members
whitney.harrod@rnurraystate.edu.
some of whom could lead the lives
She said most victims are not aware
of the Murray State community

f

,
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October marks Domestic Violence Awareness Month
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A mix of several genres. Bawn in
the Mash fuses bluegrass roots
with modem experimental rock on
their latest CD. released later this
month. Bawn In the Mash will play
a show at the Big Apple Cafe on
Oct. 30.

A snail may not be
as fast as a turtle. but •
at least it's not misS'!
ing out on the literary:
nuances of life.
I remember, when I•
was about 12, waiting·
anxiously every after-noon to hear the.
extra loud noise of.
Whitney
the mailman driving
by our family mail·
Hari-od
box. With each of the
mailman's deliveries, he brought me clos~ ..
er to my friends, and potentially closer •o·
a lovely counterpart in my life.
,,
One summer I wrote so many "pen pal".,
letters, that I ran out of Minnie Mouse sta!;
tionary twice. These snail·mail correPhoto courtesy of h.lwnintlwmash.tom
spondences were between my girl pals
that had moved with their parents to·
places like Michigan and California. But,.
the letters were also between myself and
my neighbor-friends that lived five houses .
away. I once even sent a "greetings from7
Louisville" postcard , that I bought at Wai-'
mart, to my friend down the street.
•:
Looking back, our written communica-.
tion may have been lofty. goofy or unnec-.
essary; I would see the same neighbor I .
they were students at Murray State.
"[t kind of happened org:mically," Oliverio
Charlotte Kyle
mailed letters to at least every other day.
said. "We had the :;ongs and it just ended up
from there they moved to Paducah, where
Staff writer
My parents encouraged my literary ambi-•
being that way. We had all the songs written and
Oliverio said "people treat us really good."
tions and continued to purchase me cool"
Bawn in the Mash doesn't like to use genres to
we've heen playing them for :1 long time. We
They don't hrush off their Murray State roots,
dinating pencil and envelope sets.
however.
describe their music, but if they did, the list
recorded at home, here in Paducah. (KyJ at the
Slowly but surely. my days as a snail-:
would be long. A mix of several genres, the band
house. It was a week straight where everyone just
"It's fun to be at Murray because a lot of our
mail fan diminished. I either become too:
good friends are there," Oliverio said. "Terrapin busy with the development of the Web, or,
fuses their bluegrass roots with modern experi·
stayed in and recorded."
mental rock on their latest CO, released later this
"Confluence" is the band's third album, followStntion is really good to us, always putting up
about the same time received my first ceU .
month.
ing 2006s "Welcome to Atomic City" and 2007s
fliers and selling our CDs."
phone. Whatever the case, I lost my sta-:
Bawn in the Mash opened for Peter Rowan and
"Hurry Up and Wait," Oliverio said all of the
The band is made up of members Josh Coffey,
tionary to either the abyss under my bed
Nathan Blake Lynn, Brey McCoy, Tommy Oliveband's music has a river influence, but this
Tony Rice in january thanks to Lovett Live and
or to the clutter in my closet.
••
WKMS, a show Oliverio said was "a big show for
rio and Eddie Coffey. Formed at Murray State,
album, their first rccordt.-d in Paducah differs
My goal (which was only accomplished
the band works hard to build a local following.
from past releases.
(the band)." He said the radio station has helped
quite recently) at the time was to write
them and the band hopes fans wiU call in to
Produced by Chris Henry. their album titled
"There are definitely songs on the album that
letters as 1 had envisioned Darcy and Eliz"Confluence" has 15 songs, with sounds varying
would lit on the last two albums. but thcn•'s also
WKMS when "Confluence" is released to request
abeth writing to each other in "Pride and
their songs.
from acoustic to electric rock, bluegrass and
a lot of bad ass rock 'n' roll and real experimental
• Prejudice." Even loftier assumptions (n
experimental.
stuff (that might not)," Oliverio said. "It's a step
"The songs are so different that there is defi- I my head included one in which I could
nitely something on then~ for everybody," Olive"When two rivers come together, at that point
forward. It's a musical progression that we'vt'
actually find a counterpart who had the
is a confluence," said Oliverio of the new album's
been trying to go through."
rio said.
ability to construct a proper subject-.
For more information on "Confluence" and
title.
Haw11 in the Mash will play a show Oct. 30 at
object-verb sentence. Otherwise, 'I
The first-half. Oliverio said, is more bluegrass,
the Big Apple Cafe, where they hope to have
Bawn in the Mash, check out the band's Web site. , thought, he shouldn't even bother to write
copies of their new album for sale.
bawointhcmash.com.
while the second-half of the album delves more
letters to me:
into the realms of experimental electric rock.
The band is no stranger to Murray - Oliverio
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at charlotte.kyle
Maybe because I'm taking creative writ.said he. Lynn and Coffey started the band when
This divide wasn't originally planned, he said.
@murraystate.edu.
!.!18 co ~or that I have been surrounding myself with more right-brained individuals than left, I own at least three sta~
tionary sets, a collection of ready-to-use
postcards and an abundance of postagestamps.
The guy wants love. Dracula is such
Collins said.
she said she hopes to catch a perCharlotte Kyle
Taking the time to mentally construct a
formance soon.
a scarred, scarred man. At one point
Rachel Sweeney, freshman from
string of words, that's not actually
Staff writer
Evansville, Jnd., said her character
he was a man of God until he lost
"I think all actors and actresses
required for a test or paper, may seem
wish they could have that out-of·
his love and he denounced God and
is a complex one. Sweeney plays
Blood, gore, myth and lore will
daunting, but nevertheless well worth the
Lucy. a young woman who, at the
that's what makes him who he is.
body experience and watch themeffort. If you're writing to a significant
cover the stage Thursday as the
selves 35 they do it, but unfortu·
He may be 500 years old hut 1.kcp
start of the play, was just bitten by
other, or someone who you may want
Murray State Theatre Department
Dracula.
down inside, he's still a man."
natdy we can't," Sweeney said.
someday to become that significant other,
kicks off its 2008-09 season with
Though he is playing the title
"As the play progresses she gets
Collins said he looks forward to
you have the once-in-a-lifetime chance
"Dracula."
meaner, she gets angrier at people
hearing feedback from friends and
character, l'cnnington said the
take on the Elizabeth Bennett, Darcy or'
Based on the novel by Bram Stok•
I'
audience will "be surprised how
as shl~ is turning into a vampire,"
audience members.
er, the stage adaptation by Hamileven Jane Austm persona. If these roles
this play surrounds t'Veryonc else."
Swt•cney S<lid. "She goes through a
"It's a lot of fun having people
are too old fashion for you, think about
ton Deane and John L. Balderston
Matthew Collins, senior from
lot of issues about her faith and her
you know come and see it and
submitting something to "PostSecrct." ''•
tells the story o£ Count Dracula, a
Marion, Ky., said he has performed
truc;t in others and if she really
telling you how it was and letting
Unfortunately, college students have
centuries-old vampire. sorcerer and
you know lhc work you've put in
in a number of productions at Murwants to live. She does contemplate
turned to TV, chick flicks and online
Transylvanian noblemen. Lissa
suicide b('cause shl! doesn't want to
for month-and-a-half has actually
ray State, but enjO)'S the challengl'
attractions for entertainment. and have.
Graham, assistant professor of thepaid off," Collins said.
of playing Renfield in "Dracula."
become a v:tmpirc. She'd rather kill
slowly avoided bounded things with
ater, directs the play.
"(Renficld) is classified as a
herself than be this monster."
Pennington said the play is a
words in them. I'm not saying to live out'
Justin Pennington, junior from
18th century courting etiquette, but do'
ghoul," Collins said. "He has the
A freshman theater major,
unique experience.
Fort Campbell, Ky .. will play the
"Anytime you do a show like
vampire blood in him but he hasn't
Sweeney said the experience is
attempt liquid-ink elegance on paper. YQ,P
role of Dracula.
'Dracula,' you're always going to
died yet. He has human qualities
both exhausting and rewarding.
"Lissa probably chose me (to
could even write a poem and surpr~
w(Piaying Luq• is) a very dauntsee it in a different way," Penningbut he's kind of being taken over as
someone by snail-mailing it to him or he~::
play) Dracula because she thought I
a vnmpire. (His story) is the struging task," Sweeney said. "I don't
ton said. "We have a group of actors
This could turn into a weekly habit. aritt:
t:ould play the role how she envithink 1 realized how in-depth it was
who are absolutely amazing at what
even improve your writing skills.
~...:
gle between trying to stay human
sioned it, but with my own little
and letting th..: forCl's of evil take
going to be until we started blockthey do."
twist," Pennington said.
Murray State offers a postal service. and!
Studt>nts can catch "Dracula" at
free postage within the campus communi1 :
over.''
ing scenes and working on characThe character is a vampire, but a
The role gave Collins more
ter work. At the end of the day, it
7:30p.m. Oct. 9-11 and 2:30p.m. Oct.
ty. So, go ahead and write those love let:-:
relatable one, Pennington said.
12 in Robert E. johnson Theatre.
definitely takes a lot out of a peropportunities to explore.
ters. You might learn something new from:
"Dracula is one of those charac"This (role) has been more fun
son.''
Admission is free with a Racercard.
yourself and your honey-bee.
1I
ters where you can get really, really
(than my past roles) because I've
While Swt•cm•y said shl' h;ls not
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
·; I
deep," Pennington said. "For me
seen "Dracula" performed onstage,
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
been able to make it my own,"
whitney.harrod@murruystate.edu.
.;
personally, Dracula is not a bad guy.

Bawn in the.Mash releases latest album;
performs exp~rimental rock in Murray

Theater department kicks off brand nevv season, perfortns 'Dracula'
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got an update for 2008.
Why can't tl1e11ews.org get a new look too?
Watch for tl1e relau11ch.
The

Now open or: i
Monday Nighf '
Football!" :
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wings • pizza • beer • specials

Mon. 5 p.m.-Midnight • Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.:

1:

410 Main St., Murray, KY 42071

_Mom TU &II,
1 008 Chestn u t St.
Murray, KY 42071
Showumes on 111c 1n1erne1

Ar.coii~I.,.tAnl:l!""'~ cera
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24-Hour Information Une

27D-753-3314

FOR$4

...............
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RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES
ANY lWO RENTAlS
MONDAY - TIIURSDAY

movlustnmurrav.com
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•
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(DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 270-753-8084
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Video Game Review

Babnan game builds onto fan-based following
The villain chapters provide a little more
variety than the hero chapters. Each chapter
focuses on one main villain: the Riddler, the
Penguin and the Joker. Each level features a
different villain assisting the main villain, and
each villain has different abilities, such as
super-strength or mind-control abilities, that
you must use to complete the level.
One of the best ways to squeeze more fun
from the game is by playing with a friend. The
game allows the second player to drop in at any
time with the press of a button. They can drop
out again just as easily. This changes the
dynamic slightly; instead of swapping to the
character with the ability you need to proceed.
you and your friend must take turns solving the
puzzles and using the right abilities to complete the level.
All in all, the game is fun and has plenty of
replay value. It's definitely worth the asking
price. If you buy it, you probably won't regret
it, but at the same time, it's short enough that
you can play through most of it in a weekend.
so it makes a good rental, too. Either way it's
worth checking out.
"Lego Batman: The Videogame" is rated EIO+
for Cartoon Violence. It's available for
Microsoft Windows, Nintendo DS. PlayStation
2, PlayStation 3, PlayStation Portable, the Wii
and Xbox 360.
•
Cody Arant can
be reached
at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.

Cody Arant
Staff writer
Let's just go ahead and admit something - it
will make both of us feel a lot better: Batman
video games are notoriously bad.
No, it's okay, we can be adults about this.
Batman is still cool; he bas the best villains,
nobody is disputing that. He just doesn't translate well into video games - that is, until now.
"I.ego Batman: The Videogame" is the latest
in the wildly successful Lego video game
series. On the surface. Traveler's Tales' Lego
games arc lighthearted romps through Lego
versions of popular movies. On another level,
they're shameless cross-promotion - the
video games are based on Lego play sets.
The game starts with a massive breakout
from Arkham Asylum, where Gotham City's
criminally insane are housed. Many of Batman's longtime foes are freed and descend on
Gotham to wreak havoc. It's up to tiny,
adorable Lego Batman and tiny, adorable Lego
Robin to stop the villains.
•Along the way, they will build things out of
I.ego bricks to help them out. If the superhero
game isn't your bag, then you can even play as
the villains and wreak some havoc of your own.
~ iThc sheer replay value of this game is stunning. The game is divided into three chapters.
Each chapter centers on the plot of a particular
villain. Each chapter is divided into five levels.
The best part is once you've finished a chapter
with Batman and Robin you can play it as the
villains. beefing the game up to a total of30 levels.
•
As if that weren't enough, there are tons of
little collectibles hidden in every level. There
arc 10 Lego canisters in each level. For each
canister you find, you receive another piece of
the trophy for that level. Every level has a Red
Logo Brick that unlocks some feature of the
game. Here's the catch; you can't find everything on the first time through the level. You
have to come back in Free Play Mode once
you've unlocked characters who have the abilities you need.

PhiJto courtesy of hexu~.nct
"le(JO Batman: The Videoqame·ls the latest in the wildly successfulleQo video game series. FeaturlllQ familiar characters Bat-

man and Robin. The qame is rated ElO+ for cartoon violence and Is available for several different platforms.
The game play in "Lego Batman" is fairly
the Batwing fighter jet, proving yet again why
standard for l.cgo games. It's a straight plat·
having more money than God is a formidable
former: you run, you jump, you fight thing~.
superpower of its own.
There isn't anything too terribly taxing in the
Batman and Robin have different suits they
game. The absolute worst danger that you'll
use to fight criml! throughout the game. Each
face is gravity- some of the jumps you have to
suit has its own effect, from Batman's Sonic
make force a trial-and-error approach to line
Suit that can shatter glass to Robin's Magnetic
up.
Suit thal allows him to walk on special metal
surfaces to cross bigger gaps. Finding and using
Each of the hero chapters also features a
vehicle-based level. You get to usc some ofllatthese suits is key to solving some of the puzzles
man's bigger toys, from the iconic Batmobile to
in the game that impede your progress.

CCC
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter in the arcade ·
One life: About as much fun
as an invisible wall
Two lives: Nice way to waste a weekend
Three lives: Your next addiction
Four lives: Game of the Year

Martha's Restaurant provides grandmother's home-style cooking·
Whitney Harrod

1986. She grew up in St Cloud. Fla.,
and moved to Murray when she was
15.
"I was pretty much on my own at
15, worked as a waltrcss and eventually ~oav~'\1 enough money to-o~ my
own restaurant," Lamb said.
She said she constantly adds new
items to the menu, depending on
what her customers like best.
Before I l<'ft, Lamb said l needed to
try her specialty ham shank. l was a
little hesitant since I didn't quite
know the definition of the word
"shank."
' When it came out of the kit~hen. I
was in awe of the size. To my surprise, the ham :;hank was some of the
best ham I've had in years (and I am
the ham type).
Like my grandmother's house.
Martha's Restaurant is open 5 a.m. 9 p.m.. Monday through Saturday,
and 6 a.m.- 9 p.m. Sunday.
I'll be back for breakfast, but more
than likely not at 5 a.m.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitncy.harrod@murraystate.cdu.

about hours of operation. The line
lead me to a very cool automated
menu, detailing hours and daily specials. The recorded menu informed
me the $5.75 Monday lunch special
featured a choice of one meat and
three vegetables.
Lamb brought me a hefty portion
of chicken parmesan with a side of
corn, mashed potatoes and cabbage.
The dish included both a dinner roll
and a piece of corn bread (to
appease both the country and city
folk).
1 was a little hesitant about that
particular meat and veggie combination. however, since I don't usually
combine Italian with home-cooked
flavors.
The cabbage tasted like the delicious concoction my aunt makes on
New Year's Eve. The chicken parmesan itself was spiced just ,to my liking, but the sweetness of the red
sauce clashed with the taste of the
corn.
After examining my entree. Lamb
told me her restaurant opened in

Features Editor
The regulars (as I was briefed)
dine in the same booth for years. I
even heard some of them eat thei
meals at Martha's Restaurant three
times a day, and I can
see why.
When
stepped into
this
week's
restaurant, I
immediately
envisioned my
grandmothe r.s •
kitchen whenever
she had company
Qyer. While waiting only about three
minutes for my food to arrive, I
c~mld not help but notice large family portraits of children and horses on
t~e walls. Luckily, I'm partial to
horses and kids.
'I asked owner Martha Lamb to
bring me a popular dish from the list
o'r Monday Specials. Earlier in the
d~y. I called the restaurant to inquire

TbeHot
Plate

.

Emily Cartwright/The Ne1vs

Martha's restaurant opened In 1986 and has since served home-style food.

MURRAY

CI .ASSIFIEDS

SUDOKU

• I

Need to sell your
car?
Having a yard
sale?
Have a pet that
needs to g_o to a
good homer
;Trying to rent an
:apartment?
..
-·Looking
for a
roommate?
.Have
a
job
.opening?
:Place your classified
ad
with
:The Murray State
News and reach all
of Murray_ State
either in rriday's
paper or online at

.~henews.org

·Ads may be submitted in
Wilson Hall room 111,
mailed to Classifieds, do
The Murray State News,
; 2609 University Station,
• Murray, KY 42071
:
ore-mailed to

~henews®murraystate.edu

For more information
call 809-4478.
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l"~las
£JnuJ'nati"nal ~UJ''f & qJ'"etZJ''f
124 N. 15 St. • 270-759-3233
Mon.-Wed. 7 a.m.-7 p .m. Thurs.-Sat. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
lHIIJSt
Enjoy a hot or cold drink any tim~ ·of the day made right at your table.
International Coffees
French Press
Small Pot
$2.75
Large Pot
$5.95
French Press Latte
$3.25
Small
Vietnamese Espresso
$3.50
Japanese-Style
$2.00
Turkish or Arabic Espresso
Regular
$3.00
With Cardamom
+.50
Italian Espresso
Regular
$3.00
Pot
$6.00
Coffees from Vietnam, Mexico and
other nationalities also available. '
Fruit-Flavored Hot Teas
Hot Blended Fruit Tea
Small Pot
$3.00
Large Pot
$5 .00
Hot Tea (from any continent)
Small Pot
$1.75
Large Pot for 2
$3.00
Extra Cup
+.75
Indian Chai (spicy )
Regular
$2.50
Large
$4.00

Cold Drinks
International Fruit Tea
Thai Chai
English Black Tea
Iced Coffee/ Espresso
Regular
Large
Milk
Chocolate Milk
Sodas
Fruit Juices
Apple
Orange
Exotic

$1.75
$2.95
$1.50
$3.00
$5.00
$1.25
· $1.50
$1.25
$2.00
$2.00
$3.00

Salads

Gyros
Gyro with Chips
Lamb or Chicken
$6.49
Vegetarian Falafal
$6 .99
Gyro Plate
Lamb or Chicken
$7.99
Vegetarian Falafal
$8.49
Open Faced Gyro Plate
Lamb or Chicken
$9.99
Vegetarian Falafal
$10.49

Tropical Fruit Garden Salad $9.49
$12.99
with Grilled Chicken
Garden Salad
$3 .95
Chicken Salad
Garden Salad
$5.95
Gyro Salad
$7.99
Vegetarian Falafal Gyro
$8.49
Honey Mustard
Chicken Salad
$7.95

Sandwiches

Appetizers

Chicken Salad Croissant $5.49
Classic American
Grilled Cheese
$3.99

Mediterranean Vegetarian
Hummus
$3.49
Spinach Dip Plate
$6.45
Cucumber/Yogurt Dip
w/ Healthy Chips
$2.95
Mediterranean Vegetarian
Falafal (three)
$5.49

Vegetarian
Japanese Teriyaki
Japanese Donburi
Thai Tomka
Thai Green Curry
Mediterranean Dish

$10.99
$10.99
$9.99
$8.99
$8.49

Entrees
Japanese Chicken
Teriyaki
$10.99
Chicken Donburi
$10.99
Chicken Thai Green Curry $8.99
Thai Tropical Fruit Curry S10.99
Thai Panang Beef Curry $9.99
Thai Massam Beef Curry $9.99

~lA:t! Alf~ ~fUOillfAU HJltl. 'J46u,.,IJIJH ~A IJ,.

U661ltl' at qu,.las!

Many other counties throughout the world enjoy an afternoon tea or coffee. Why can't you?
Everyone can benefit .from a light snack during that part of the day when you feel sleepy and
unproductive. Stop by Gloria's for one of our international beverages and snacks, ranging from
cookies and snacks in our store to a sandwich/soup and salad combo's to be ~njoyed in our
relaxing dining area, on the front porch or to go.

..

.
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elzonel

Inner•

(All Calzones stuffed with Mozzarella Cheese and
served with Marinara Sauce.)
Cheese Calzone .. . . . . . . ... . . . . ... ..... .. . .$7 .14
All Meat Calzone ... ....... . .. . . .. ........ .$9.14
Supremo Calzone . . .. .. . . . ..... . . .. ....... .$8.40
Philly Steak and Cheese Calzone ........ .. .. .$9.40
Grilled Chicken Calzone ...... . ............. .$9.14
Chicken Rancher Calzone .... .. . .. ...... .. . .$9.14
Chicken Alfredo Calzone .. . ... . . .. ... . ......$9.40
Vegetable Calzone ........................ .$8.13

Make your own Calzone from these toppings:
(Cost of Cheese Calzone plus $1.22 for each topping)
Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Beef, Bacon, Red Onions,

Gree~a~:~:;"~~p:'~~,~~~:·~~~:~no,

Pizza
Medium
12"
Cheese Pizza
$7.14
Philly Steak & Cheese Pizzza $10.14
Grilled Chicken Pizza
$10.14
All Meat Pizza
$10.14
Chicken Rancher Pizza
$10.14
Chicken Alfredo Pizza
$10.14
Supremo Pizza (Baldy's Special) $10.14
Vegetable Pizza
$8.14
Cheese Bread
$5.14

Fish Dinner ....... , ..................................................................................$8.65

1

A t\ tl
F'

Large
16"
$8.74
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$12.14
$10.14
$7.14

All dinners come with Side Salad, Garlic Bread and choice of Baked Potato,
French Fries, Vegetable Medley or Rice.
Add 4 pc. Shrimp for $3.25 Add extra side for $1 .50
12 oz. Ribeye ......................................................................................$13.14
Beef or Chicken Tips .............................................................................$9.90
Mixed Tips ...........................................................................................$11 .14
8 oz. Chicken Breast ............................................................................. $8.90
Chicken Tenders (4 pc) ......................................................................... $9.14
Baked Fish ........... .................................................................................$9.14
Catfish (6 pc) ......................................................................................... $9.14
Butterfly Shrimp (6 pc) ..........................................................................$7.14
Butterfly Shrimp (1 pc) .........................................................................$11 .14
Captain's Platter ..................................................................................$12.14
Vegetable Platter ....................................................... ............................$6.65

Racer

2ft
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$20.14
$18.14

tA 0 f I •

luch Specl•ll

Available between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m . only
Add Bacon .75 cents Add Cheese .49 cents
No. 1-1/2 lb Cheeseburger, fries & drink .... . .... . .. . ..... .. . . .$5.74
No. 2-Ciub Sandwich, fries & drink ............. . ......... . ...$6.10
No. 3-Chicken Club, fries & drink ................. . ..... .. ...$6.10
No. 4-Chicken Strips, fries & drink ............................$6.65
No. 5-Spaghetti, garlic bread & drink ... . . .. ............. . .....$6.14
No. 6-Grilled or Fried Chicken Salad, garlic bread & drink ....... .$6.14
No. 7 -Beef or .C hicken Gyro, fries & drink ............... . .....$6.14
No. 8-(2) 1/4 lb Cheeseburgers, (2) orders otfries & (2) drinks .. . .. .$8.14
No. 9-BLTC, fries & drink . ..... .... .. . .. ..... . . . ........... .$4.7 4
No. 10-Fish Sandwich, fries & drink ..... .... ... ...... . . . .... .$5.74

Special•
16"-Cheese Pizza.........................$8.00 16"-Unlimited Toppings............$11.00
(3) 16"-Unlimited Toppings..........$24.00 (3) 12"-(3) Toppings ................ $14.00
2 Topping Personal Calzone, plus drink..... $6.00
tax i

1\..11'-''"''0'UI

No Discounts on Specials
This includes MSU 10 percent, Dine-In 15 percent, lunch specials.

Call now for FREE Delivery!
270-762-0441 • 270-762-0442 • 270-762-0443
847 Coldwater Road ·Murray

{
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ALLDAY,ALL-YOU-CAN-EATBU~

Bl99est IL Best Buffet In Townl
Over 150 items changing daily for lunch & dinner including:

Black be
Red beans and
·Appetizers
·Soups
.Chicken on a Stick
-General Tso's
Chicken

•Honey Chicken
-Hot Pan Chicken
-Mussels
.Cocktail Shrimp
-crab Rangoon

•Salad Bar
·Sushi
·Steak
•Ice Cream
oQessert Bar

Tostones

·Peppered
Shrimp

Yucca with garlic

-Buttered
Shrimp

Dessert
Rice pudding

6 38 N. 12TMST. 8£TwmcGoooV'SAHDOfFICE 0EPOT • 270 -75 3-3788
MoM.- TIIURS. I 0'30 A.M. - I 0:30 P.M.
~. &

SAT. 10'30 A.M. - 11 P.M. • SUM. I 0'30 A.M. - 10 P.M.

Cuban coffee

IWMI<" 1-UI). .Olll & AJO

IIIS1t110111l'ic!lr'Ha"<OI.Wi:/rd:~i<r£tfti.'S.Jrsi:<

illlJd ,.VQSIIbsliJ:Jt#U' t'Jd>..r'ol&r:.m.lf ("1'"fl'V!CI

jacob's Chicago·Style Hot Dog

\II ~cd hot JO)l rlics.~;'1 wi•h mu•:r.~u1 o~H~h """'11.
celtr) sah.tJPU>t{), pk:lt.ic spr~r ~'Cd on~ ltf~m:d
bun
• .$-1.9!1

Poll!ih sau!lage

Alllx-cf 1-".~l•h s:uo:kl~~t st<'alrM.-J. J!lll~'d or Jwp fru•d.
Oks::td \li.oh ruumrJ. Ml0111m>i or gU~). and
><'!Wd en a "'-.tro<.il>un

• • • • • • • •••SS.-15

•
EluTa plla l<lr. • ..

UoU1J!lllcd !ut!l:ln port<. snu~~ served .Jon a
b~'lh·i>au~ rnll , • • • • • • • •
••

S~-4S

" Big Ed" Every Bride's Dream

gi\'CII ~ lilld onlcna, ~
~a~. .

llalfau Beef

.. • • .. • .. $7.45

Marna Marla's Meatball
lrallAn-s.•.ucnc.Jrn.:.uD;~Ib llcl>· ,..,.;k."'d In .>ur •~)'
.:~wn 1\'d sao• t h'rll((! wWl '-'tS3' tno7zru-..l!.l and
'>''fVoJ ~~• 3 mU. .. • • • • • • • . • • .... .S6.4S

Sb-45

Da' Butchers Bu1ger

)uky

Da' lkmpsty Ccroblnatlon
IIAILan aatl>a~ and ,Italian bJ:el ,,,.,,.d on a Jry or

..

Cl>.M.t>f(lilt<J &ll-lled AI'6Jl$ pauy dn.-sscd W!lh
lett lAc r~. \'lti.lo. mayo, and ridle llf<.lt
llrrW~CnAI>ull.

• • • ..

.n

MJkt It • J~ut•l<• p.11lY for..

$5.~

. . • • $2.00 nK•re

chl..'l.:..'ll :~;~rf;lj brcadcd In cu: ....n ckll.10US
t-,<Jirt ltl:lj.~ rind deer fr!td. Se~ wJ<.h )'Out choice

,>f •lirpln~ "'~r,·.

.. .. •

..

.. $5.~

.. • • •

I .11-(l(dff

$ 1.9S

Cbar grilled Cblck.en Sandwich
Jm

~ulk'.d

Ju._,\. chkkn ~o1lllll ~resse<l \>lth lettuce,

r,., '.IJ1:1 r.otnJI•' lti'~OO h'Jtt
Sleep With Oa' Fish
II""''

J.oAtr:r.~J

•

·~

'rri" • lll I L.>: C>l!rd<ll

8.\.ro

~Pf"''O:

,~ .... ,

corFi .. .>-.r'

S.- "'i

.-..kl Jl~l·.n II: I

14" Hand To,o;ed
Thin Cru~l

lo" H.a nd To-.sed
Thin Csust

•1·~~

$9.9!'>
Sl120

('lt't'il' On~·

$ 1%45

~~I'll~

Olin

I

tl'I'Ptll!~

l:tl~·~~

$ 14<1~

to• P.1n PI7.U
S ll q., CI=Oo \'
SIJ.45 1 •crrn'\~:.

: 1opj.iu,:

S J 4 4~ ::ro,nl"ll'\

;ropr~~

S lo~

\Jd S 1 <\'I r,.., r.t.·h r.•"Mitl.>lW.I

(<'J'PIIljl •'\rl I hi<·<'

Ol~h

$14.95
Slo. ~~

• $.:!2.4!1

ll"'t\rll')t

• '"~r·n~

.Mngsy•., Deep
lhO,-;;:'l'ol•
SIU5 • r.wn:;
sl:-.45 J. i•'J'PII'!i

tcrr;tll;
• $ 16.4!1 4 '-'S-'!llll
Aild CJW ilre.ult MdrliO!IA!
('f,>FfJIIIJ1.

f,OJ'PI11g

.

<;:;\](

$ 17.95
S19 4!>

~

12" Pa n Plua

I

"\t•'f'Phli!

$ 13.70
'lt>pf'ltll:
\J. I $1 (1(1 f,,, <'lldl JdJ.t·<'1dl

~ hce.-e ~lr\1<

Tt"'n•P.'-fi"'.....tt

\!t!)..rt'\'•

i~

~m't"·r

wrr"'"
• WJ:rn l:

Frankie's fingera.

l!Aif ~'fd<.'f..

XN- Ol o11 ;a-t •1• ""."0 pr\'\1 u- ill'.d
'doen· o t x-1 >t • 1L..~!JI\ \'1,, ctlf
J f~Z.,.tti 4tP. 111aJ: tr-::.11 h.' on!er frl"l{trt' tiJprt• ,.,,,f,•r I~'· tf:.tl( m t'!·cnq, ~tit

'l opri ng~:
y
,a"' 1.._

\4:1 Cl

Phllly Cheest Steok.
Crillt<i :ettak, topptd wiih 11~\'(lt nllcl gdllo:d

H.olf-"f"urllf .oll lwf h<'< d.y,..lt<'5S<.~I '-kh
IIIUSI.lll rdi$h, C::CkJ)' s:lll, OOJ.>n. !OTILliQ ~nJ
plctlellf<ili, «n'l:d 01'11 Slt4lllC<I lr.m .. • . $ 195
Slo)"' ro,'I.J!IIcd, thinly shccd, ILnliaJHt~·i~ lx:cl'. :~erv.-d
orn.Joy..,..jul.:yr~l.. ..
• • SM5

• S4A!I
• 1~

•

. . .

lrallao sausage

)tok:y roll .. •

•

1

d~.\~ a,

vn:<:K ~·as<llltJ. thllll)' shct,l n•,·~~ s.-,.,,,"<1 011 1
p;!iljU!d Crt!iS<d ~Uh cur!Z.l'7IIJ •rutt~. i!flil'tl

il!!d IMJal~ •

flll4 fllUI

o m

Cabby's Gy ro

~ICJ'91lW.
~dd S 1.00

$:!0.4:)

$ 14.9!1
S l6.~~

.. ~ 17.4!\

St9A~

4 10 Main

tal1.one

~11'4:1<' h'l>r.inlo( ••

. $6.b0

MJit~lllik'J'('Il1J;.

•• 50c

er ~a<h addflO!l<ll

"'l'J'II'J: 0\"\'r thr""'.

ct>ld watel c.>d ;lr,•1st'll wtrh 11:11 11(~.
• $7.9:\

.:xnao~ Jo:d ldt!Ar uu<:ttm-N Ml il roU

MJI~Idl~

lft'IM~
Pepsi products

.Penne p;1~1a baked In a ddkious 1\'d 5311(~

iJlOt !lltll·b.ls<d•

• $6-95

Md n~eat!>.1 lb ~ with 1..1\·~ r.>r • • • •• $2 00
AdJ 5.1\'I:I)'It;allan !!:!u~ Slr • , , • $2.00

Cblckeo PanMSan
0<-ll<"iou.< bmlde<l dtlckal ~ R!\W ~<1rh pmne
p.l>lll. smo.'IIMitd In <lUC ~.~y rnannur;a and wpped
With ll'oOZ1..mlla Cheo.'St.. • , • • , • , , • .$8.95

FAX: 270·7b7 002.=;
OJI(n : T uesday-sarurd.ay

11:00 a.m. 10 8:00p.m.

$6.45

Baked Mostaccoll

Srreer • Murra). Kenl u_d.y

PIION E: 270 ·i67-0020

Beer: Amber Bock or Bud Light
By the glass ...........................- ... .$2.25
By the pitcher ..............................$6.00

\\'me: Merlot, Chardonnay (red) and
White Zta
By the glass ................................ .$4.50
By the bottle ..............................S 18 00
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THAI APPETIZERS
JASMINE SAMPLER PLATTER .................... $12.95
TIGER TEAR (Thai beef salad) .......................$7.95
STEAMED MUSSELS (6-7) .............................$6.95
CHICKEN SATAY (4) ...................................... $6.95
LEMONGRASS CHICKEN ............................. $5.95
SPRING ROLLS ............................................... $4.95
JASMINE CRAB RANGOON (6) ..................... $4.95
FRIED TOFU .................................................... $4.95
FRIED WONTON (6) ........................................ $4.95

FISH
Served with house salad and one bowl of jasmine white rice.
"Add $2 for fried rice substitution'

CHILl FISH** ..................................................$14.95
SWEET AND SOUR FISH .............................$14.95
BASIL FISH** ................................................. $14.95
GINGER FISH ................................................$14.95
SWEET AND SOUR FISH .............................$14.95
PANANG CURRY FISH** ..............................$14.95

CUCUMBER WRAP ROLLS
KANISU ............................................................$7.95
SMAIAKMEISNUI.C
...E...R
.. ...
OL..L
.............................................$$87.9955
........................................... .

CURRIES
Select one choice of dlicken, pori<,bBeef, tofu, Of' add $3 for shrimp
All curries served with one bowl of rice.
"Add $2 for fried rice substitution'

RED CURRY** .................................................$9.95
GREEN CURRY** ............................................$9.95
MUSSAMUN CURRY ......................................$9.95
PINEAPPLE CURRY .......................................$9.95

HIBACHI DINNER
Served with soup. salad and steamed rice

GRILLED SCALLOPS ................................... $16.95
AND SHRIMP
GRILLED SHRIMP .........................................$15.95
GRILLED SHRIMP AND ................................$15.95
TEPPAN STEAK
TEPPAN YAKI STEAK ...................................$g,95

KIDS' SPECIALS
For kids of age 10 & under, kid 's sets come w/ one drink

KID'S CHICKEN FINGERS
$5 95
KID'S JAPANESE FRIED .•. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::$5:95
RICE WITH CHICKEN

SOUPS
TOM YUM SHRIMP.. ......................................$3.95
TOM YUM CHICKEN** ....................................$3.25
TOM KHA CHICKEN ........................................$3.50
PORK DUMPLING SOUP ................................$3.25

DINNERS
Select one choice of chicken, pont, beef, tofu, or add $3 for shrimp
All main dishes served with onebowl of jasmine white rice.
·Add $2 for fried rice substitution•

HOT BASIL STIR-FRIED** ..............................$8.95
CASHEW NUTS STIR-FRIED .........................$8.95
GINGER STIR-FRIED ......................................$8.95
SWEET & SOUR STIR-FRIED ...,. ....................$8.95
GARLIC STIR-FRIED .......................................$8.95
OYSTER SAUCE STIR-FRIED ........................$8.95
SWIMMING RAMA...........................................$8.95
ASSORTED VEGETABLES .............................$8.95
ORANGE CHICKEN ........................................$8.95

DESSERTS
GREEN TEA ICE CREAM ...............................$3.50
RED BEAN ICE CREAM .................................. $3.50
CHEESECAKE TEMPURA ..............................$3.95
BANANA TEMPURA WITH ..............................$3.95
ICE CREAM
FRIED ICE CREAM TEMPURA .......................$4.50

SOUP AND SALAD
MISO SOUP ..................................................... $1.75
FISH SOUP ...................................................... $3.95
SHRIMP AVOCADO SALAD ............................$7.95
SPICY TUNA SALAD ....................................... $7.95
SEAFOOD SALAD ...........................................$7.95

JAPANESE APPETIZERS
EDAMAME .......................................................$3.95
GYOZA (6) .......................................................$4.95
SHU MAl (6) ...................................................... $4.95
FRIED TOFU .................................................... $4.75
VEGETABLE TEMPURA .................................$5.95
ASPARAGUS BEEF ROLL .............................. $5.95
SOFT-SHELL CRAB ........................................$8.95

APPETIZERS FROM SUSHI BAR
HIYASHI WAKAME ..........................................$4.95
IKA SAN SAl ..................................................... $5.95
IDAKO ..............................................................$5.95
SPICY OCTOPUS OR CONCH .......................$6.95
270.761 -THAI (8424) SEAFOOD SONOMON0 .................................$8.95
N i2th St
TUNA TATAKI ...................................................$8.95
506 •
•
SUSHI APPETIZERS .......................................$7.95

Suite E

5 p1eces of sushi

SASHIMI APPETIZER ......................................$9.95

DINNER COMBINATIONS
Served with soup or salad (no white rice)

ROLL ROLL ROLL COMBO ...........................$11 .95
4 pes of California roll, 4 pes of J.B. roll,
4 pes of spicy tuna roll and 4 pes of eel roll
'NO SUBSTITUTIONS PLEASE"

...._ • Thrus. 11 a.m. • 9 p.m .
Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m. • 9:30 p .m.

Closed Dally 3 p .m . • 4 :30 p.m. ·
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UNAGI DON ...................................................$14.95
LADY'S FINGER ............................................$15.95
CHIRASH I ......................................................$16.95
SUSHI MORI ..................................................$17.95
SASHIMI MORI ..............................................$18.95

**LOVE BOAT SPECIALS**
LOVE
LOVE
LOVE
LOVE

BOAT FOR ONE .................................$25.95
BOAT FOR TWO ................................. $49.95
BOAT FOR THREE .............. :.............. $74.95
BOAT FOR FOUR ...............................$99.95

TERIYAKI DINNER
CHICKEN TERIYAKI ......................................$11 .95
SHRIMP TERIYAKI ........................................ $14.95
STEAK TERIYAKI .......................................... $14.95
SALMON TERIYAKI .......................................$15.95

KaTSU DINNER
CHICKEN KATSU ..........................................$11 .95
FISH KATSU .................................................. $12.95

LUNCH SPECIALS
CHICKEN TERIYAKI ........................................... $7
HOSOMAKI COMBO .........................................
SUSHI MORt COMB0......................................$1
SUSHI-SASHIMI-CALIFORNIA ........................$12.
TUNA LOVER COMB0.....................................$13
SUSHI-SASHIMI-SUNOMONO........................$13.

CHEF'S SPECIAL ROLLS
CALIFORNIA ROLL .........................................$4.95
SHRIMP ROLL ................................................$4.95
SPICY TUNA ROLL .........................................$5.95
SPICY CRAB ROLL. ........................................$6.95
GREEN DRAGON ROLL ...............................$11 .95
RED DRAGON ROLL ....................................$12.95
MSU ROLL .....................................................$10.95
LOB$TER ROLL ............................................$13.95
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Los PDrtal1s
~~Awarded

favorite
Mexican Restaurant
for Six Years"

210-1b1~0J1S
506 N. 12th St. • Murray

tlours

Sun. -Sat.

10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Carry Out Available

''Good Food & fun lor Everyone"
PASTA
'1JIIi,Nftc

(1,~ fw,J,.~ I

f l!'oi"Ji/A lJ

Sw,tll ${1111/t¥11 ,,..,,.' h<tull m M<·•l nr

~ B's: Spoe1111t!l C!N.Ids:
0<11 ~ .,. hllncf ronad end IM4e "-" clelly.
Triii/Jtltlll•l Crud: Our t,..,Pt/QIIfl ~111ft It 11.at1.• with
tffKiifl'oo•l pir111f1111t. It hilt • medium lhl~r:r.
IJntflJ(J thirt, but niJf ftxl 11•1".
U~y ~rurr: Our llont!l rturt i~ mllllt with • Mlt11
~rMII flout, trilh • thirk ltllled «1~1, ID/'ICid llilh

••• • •• ••••• • • • •• • • • • •
M.tt B'I S~·lt!J Pizzas:
Pt;.tiJJl•jJ '- 1~-,.,.,~·~

'"l'"''' !lcotot, Letlln.,, 1\umoil ICJtn.h""·

h>pr'<'<l wnh C~ld~r. ••nd s,,~,.

''" tho: Sl,i..1." (m.x~

()t .. ,., Vll R.."(UC"ol)

ll*'lt/15-0 Pl:u• · •rn-s..'l t l•m, "'"'.•l'f'k·, :>1''•1'-kk..l
"dh flrtlwn~UI\•r" •floook ·.-n lbnn..~·

Phone

(270)

759-1234

Supat V'IIJit

1S.-rml 1\!11~ ll<'7k11 8utkrl
lland-f~

~..~

.....

'](:

14"

S/!A•I

$" 9'J
)1!>."'1

!15•1'1

Big Dlppatc

1~.

:I'Ji9

: lq'J'IntJ'

'f'j,9'1

\l::.~·j

J '"rr~~·~·
4 1\•ppu1~

$1<) '1'1

~1\t,;<

~Jtl. 44

s••

\I ~ r;<l

~:U.4~

r,lr;a\l·~uun

Sl~.8' 1

i15.."~1
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~1986.
Su-v~
~Pla:tl!/-~

~Fa¥Wll-v~~
~BBQ

~S~tuYkey
·M~L~~rte¥

L~O"nttl~~ 6'+1

N

~Baby- baclv

va.nr

1'+07 N. 12 St:
5 cv. Wll. - 9 p. Wll.
6 cv. Wll. - 9

lvftM""Y~

2 70-7 59 -16'+8
POULTRY
Racer Chicken - Two chi~J..cn brl:a~l~ gille.l & ttlp~ with sauteoo
mu~room'l & ynur chtli<·c uf Swiss <>r pepper jacl. cheese also IV.ll ~ide~
IO.Q9

Chicken Stripe - ,\II while mCIII hrca't &rips hreacl~ & frie-d to a golden brown .
Sen-~-d "ilh t\\tl •icks. 6.9'1 M!U.e it buffalo for •99
Fried Chic ken Sand.tc.h - 1wo solden brown suips ''"a lCI~too bun y,irh lctwu. tomato, ma)O, & one stdc item. 5.99
Slnoll.ed Turtlq ra.te - Sliced tude> bn:astthatll&ll hccn hickory SIIK'l.ed
served "tlh lv.o sides 7.9')
'h Chicken - Slo"" smoked half chicken ~cd v.nh yflur ch.. ice <>flwo side item>
7.99

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monda~
Char-grilled Chicken reast $5.95
Chili Cheese Dog $5.95

Tuesday
Pulled Pork $5.95
Crispy All-white Meat Chicken
Strips $5.95

Wec:tnesday
Hamburger Steak $5.95
Slow Hickory Smoked Ham $5.95
Thursdar
Open-face Roast Bee $5.95
Char-grilled Chicken Breast $5.95

Eriday
Catfish Fillets $5.95
Frog l egs $6.95
Mixed Catfish and Frog legs
Plate $6.95
Rib Sandwich $6.95
'I

Racer- CbJc.ken Sandwich -Our rac..:r chiden pta~.:.! till II to:J>It:d hun strved
with one sid.- &: a pic l-Ie spear 6,9'J
BuJ'falo Chtc:kea Sandwtdl -Golden brown ~trips rolled in bullalo sau~·c
topped " ilh Swis.~ chce.;e l'ei'Ved on a toasted bun scrwd with one ~ide 6.25
Smoked Turkey Sandwich -Thin sliced smoked turkey on u t<~a,tcd bun with
)IOU! choice of checlc.lcttucc & tomato also with one side. 5.9Q
Grilled Chicken Breast - Two chicken bn:alil char-grilled and ~rvcd Yoilh two

sides. 9.99

0

becon. leltuce, tomatoes. chcae, A. bont.')' muswd with one side 6-\19
Grtlled Clllcka s.adwk:lt - Cbar·f"illed breast on a touu.:d bun with lettuce
tomato, ma)'o ct. one 'ido item. 5.99

SMOKEY SMIDWICHES It SVCH
S..'rllcd with lliiC side item & a pickle \put
0 PUlled POf'k - Hand pulled ~moiled pork on a l<•eMcd bun senocd with one
side aruh pickle Spoilt'. I~ 5.75 Small 4.99 Add slaw()(' cheese for .4S
The Club - Smo.kcd turby & bArn with I!Kon. lettuce, tomato. & mAyo on toa.~
S.9')
1Ub-£ye - 4 tu rib-eye grilled and placed on a touted hun ttreat w1th pepper jack
• ch-. S.99
The Kegger - I.MJC pulled pod Wldwich topped with iilll\lo, thocse, onion. &
tomato on a lllti.SII.-d bun 6 7S
Dam at Cheese -Smoked ham with mc:ltcd pepJICT' jacl., S"'iss at' An=ican

0

Cltk:k- Joe -

5.25

,..,0. t~ with slaw, hiked IIC;ms, cheese &
served on tuastcJ hun. 6.75
Sloppy

<'hopped

BLT - Crisp fried be.:<ln ,., t<>w.t with lc:tluce & tomat<l 5.75

Smoked Spare IUb Platte -l..arge p.lrtioo of I00% hickory smoked dry rub
sp~IV rih> . SerVl'd with IW<> sides 10.99
Rib Sandwich - Four hone:. ofjuicy ~m<>ked srare ribs M·ncd with whirc hread
and a pkklc !-p('at 5.75
Get the Whole stab - One whole slah of llid.OC) lnrol....-.1 nil$ SCI'cd w ilh two
>ide Items br.:ad and pickle_ You rna~ need a box for this. 19.99
0 PUlled rork "ate -I land pulled hkkory smoked pc:•t\ shoulder 'iel'\oed
with !l'o s1d.:sa11d a pickle spear. 7.99
ru Chop Plate - One ill.:h hickOI) lllOOk~-d bone-in pork chop r.erved .,..jib~\)
silk:s 7.99 (.'h<IP Sand"" idt 4.99
Smoked TUrkey Platte - Sliced turke) bu:a~tthat hili been hicl.or) SOit'l.~-d
served Yotlh ""<>side:; 7.99
lloz Rib-eye -· Twcl•eounces of Angu~ '-fchot· grilled any way you lil..e.

Served with two ~ides. 13.99
Smoked Ham "ate - flickory smoked thick sliced ham & two sides for 6.99
Build Your Combo - Pick trom two: lfam, l'urkey. Rib~ l>uJtcd Pori., Chop. or
chicken brea~t. Sen-~'<1 with two$~ 12.9<1
'h Chicken - Slow 5m<'lbd halfchickM sen·ed with )OW' choke of two side
itemt, 7_99

Cbt~ Club - Char·arilt.d c:hic:kco breasl sen'Cd on tout wirh smol..>-

clreo:$c on a toa,tcd bun 5.99
Tulia or
Tuna or chicken salad o;en-cd on 10a~1

su.t'\1.

RIGHT Off' TH~ P'IT

•0

Daily Lunch Specials

OpEWV
lvf 0111. -sat:

~Jaw

•

BURGERS
Sen cd with one side ilml & a pickle spear
Pkk In- Amnia a, S..-iM or ~r jAdl c~ oe uy baraer. Add u extra
elb ror S.4!1 Add s...w muthrooas or Oaklu to
btri'Jff lor S.70

••1

Cluek Burger - Angv~ burger on a
tuasred bun with )<lUr choice of~.
Large S.99 Small 4_99
?_ Teu.s .Jack - Angu..' burger
topped with onion IM\w~. pcpJ"'T j ack
ch-, lli~O 5lluce, ond baked beans.

Ill.....,_ SwiM - Ane,us burger
topped with aaut6ed mushrooms and Swiss
c:hee!IC . 6,99

The Bc-. Burger - Sauteed onions,
mullhi'O(•m~. & UBQ sauce oo an Angu~
patty with )Our choice of c~"-'Se 7.49
Hamburger Steak - ~ Anl!U:i
paUy .:har-srillcd and lopped wirh
sauttcd onion.\&. mushrooms S<:f\'ed with

7.49
Bacon Burger - Thid. shccd lm:on
piled hir)t ~1n an Ansu-' pull) with your
choice of cheese. 6,99
toast and two ~~>ides. 7.99
Double Burger - l'wo Angus patties 0 CbW Cbeae lktrger - Burget
topped v.rth your choke of lixingi on a lopped inside and aut v.iUr our homemade
toasted llun. 7,49
chili & chcc:sc. You will need a fork lOr
The Counby Boy - AngWI pa.11y ~•th this one:. 6.99
American chccsc and homcmaJe slaw
Super Cheae Burger - Swis!l,
"ith 11.slicc <>f<lllion , 6.'19
l'epperjmcl<, & American cheese on an An·
Ill~ pally . 6.99

,
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All sandwiches served with one side Item,
French Fries, sundrled tomato pasta salad, or
Greek potato salad.
substitute onion rings for .50 cents.

Prime Rib Sandwich .........................$7.50

506 N 12 St., Murray • 270-753-9411

5 oz. prime rib dipped rn our au jus and served with Swiss
cheese on a ciabatta bread.

Portabella Chicken ...........................$6. 75
(No Substitutions)
12"
10"

14"

All pastas are served with Garlic Bread.
Add a side house salad for $1.95.
Add a Greek salad for $2.50

Reg.
Tom's Special.. ....".... $9.00 $11.00 $14.00 Baked Spaghetti .................$6.25

Sausage. Green P~ppers, Onion.

Our homemade meat sauce baked With mozzarella cheese.

House Speclal. ........ $11.00 $14.00 $17.00 Spaghetti.. ..........................$5.95
Ground beef, pepperoni, sausage, mushrooms. onions,
green peppers. .

$6.95

With homemade meat sauce or homemade marinara sauce.
With meatballs $1.50 extra.

Greek Spectal.. ........ $11.00 $14.00$17.00 Baked Lasagna ..................$6.50

Fresh t~matoes, ham, feta cheese, green peppers, onions,
black ohv~s.
•

Large
$7.25

$7.50

Wide noodles stacked with three kinds of cheese and our
homemeade meat sauce.

Racers Spec1al.. ...... $9. 75 $11.75 $14.75 Spinach Chicken Lasagna.$6.50

$7.50

Marinated, grilled chicken with portabella mushroom, grilled
onions, roasted red peppers, mozzarella cheese served on a
ciabatta bread.

Veggie Panini. ..................................$6.50
Portabella mushroom, roasted red peppers, grilled onions,
spinach and mozzarella cheese served on a ciabatta bread.

Florentine Chicken Sandwich .......... $6.75
Grilled chicken breast, fresh baby spinach, grilled onions and
Sw1ss cheese served on a ciabatta bread.

Fresh Mozzarella .............................$6.75
Fresh mozzarella cheese, tomato, basil, extra vrrgin olive oil on
a ciabatta bread.

Chicken Parmesan Sandwich ......... $6.25
Grilled chicken breast topped with baked mozzarella and
parmesan cheese and marinara sauce served on a hoagie
roll baked in the oven

Ground beet, bacon, mushrooms.

Tropical Delight.. ...... $8.50 $10.50 $13.50

Homemade spinach and chicken lasagna topped with
Bechamel sauce and two different cheeses.

Ham. pineapple.

Manicotti.. ..........................$6.50

Vegetarian .............. $1 0.50 $13.50 $16.50

Rocotta, mozzarella, parmesan cheese and herbs, baked In
pasta rolls with our homemade marinara sauce.

Ch'1cken p armesan........................... $7 .50

Seasoned meatballs with our homemade marinara sauce,
mozzarella cheese. lettuce. tomatoes and Italian dressing
baked in the oven on a hogie roll.

Submarine .......................................$6.25

6 oz. chrcken breast topped with marinara sauce and
mozzarella cheese. Served with spaghetti.

Ham, salami, pepperoni, mozzarella cheese. lettuce. tomatoes
and Italian dressing baked In the oven on a hoagie roll.

Mushrooms, green peppers, onions, fresh tomatoes,
black olives.

$7.50

Eggplant Parmesan .........................$7.50

Toppings

Breaded eggplant deep fried until golden brown, topped with
marinara sauce and mozzarella cheese.
Served with spaghetti

Meatball Sub ...................................$5.99

Gyro Sandwich ................................$6.50
Pita bread stuffed with a mixture of beef and lamb, tomatoes,
onions and tzatziki sauce.

pepperoni, ground beef, ham, sausage, Carbonara Pasta.............................$8. 75
bacon, onions, green peppers,
Bacon, garlic, heavy cream and a touch of brandy tossed
with spaghetti
fresh tomatoes, black olives, pineapple,
Chicken
Tomato Pasta ....................$8.75 Greek Salad .....................$3.95
mushrooms, feta cheese, jalapenos,
House Salad ....................$3.25
Z1ti pasta tossed with grilled chrcken, mushrooms, sundried
pepperoncini, salami, anchovies
Sundried Tomato Pasta ... $1 .95
tomato and our tomato cream sauce.

CQotfled cg. .
Budweiser....... $2. 75
Coors Light.. ... $2. 75
Amber Bock .... $2. 75
Michelob
Ultra............ $2.95

Greek Potato Salad ......... $1.95
French Fries .....................$1 . 75
10"
12"
14''
Onion Rings .....................$1.95
Dressings
Pepperoncinl Peppers .....$1.50
Cheese only............ $6.50 $8.75 $11.00
ranch, honey mustard, bleu cheese, Italian
Jalapeno Peppers ............$1.75
One Topping ........... $7.60 $10.05 $12.50 Greek dressing, thousand island, french, poppy French Garlic Bread Basket
seed, light roasted garlic balsamic
w/Marinara ....................$2.25 Bud Light
Two Toppings ......... $8. 70 $11.35 $14.00
French Garlic C.heese Bread
Glass............$2.50
Three Toppings ...... $9.80 $12.65 $15.50
$
$
Greek.
...............................................
$6.99
.
Basket w/Mannara ........$3.25 Miller Light
1 30 1 50
Each Add'l Topping$1.1 0
·
•
Fresh greens topped with Helen's potato salad, red onions,
F1ta Bread ....................95 cents
Glass ............ $2.50
cucumbers. Greek olives, leta cheese, and our homemade Side of Bleu Cheese ... 75 cents
Greek dres1ng.
Side of Marinara Sauce .50 cents Pitcher.......... $6.25
Chicken Curry...................................$7.50 Side of Ranch Dressing .75 cents

Cl>aa£tCQ•

Buffalo Wings ....................................$6.25

Fresh greens, freshly boiled chicken, grapes, almonds and
topped with homemade curry dressing.

Baked hot wings served with blue chee.se or ranch dressing.

Baby Spinach ...................................$7.50

Monterey Jack Cheese Stlcks ........... $6.25

Fresh spinach, red onions, apples, walnuts, cranraisins, blue
cheese crumles and cranberry vinaigrette dressing.

White Zinfad&l
(Corbett
Fried golden brown and served w1th our homemade
Canyon) ........ $2.75
~annara sauce. •
Helen's Chicken Salad ....................$8.95 New York Style
Fned Calaman ...................................$6. 75 Helen's own homemade blend of fru1ts and nuts on a fresh bed Ch
k
$
House Wine
Tender strips flghtly breaded, fried and served with our
of greens and boiled chicken, topped With Feta cheese and
eeSeCa e.......... 3 •95
Glen Ellen, Merlot,
homemade marinara sauce.
our special dressing.
with Strawberries
Chardonay.... $3.25
Fried Ravioli. .....................................$6.25 House Salad .....................................$4.99 Chocolate Cake ....... $3.95
Stuffed with cheese and served w1th our homemade
. marinara sauce

Fresh greens, cucumbers, tomatoes, red onions and
croutons. Add chicken...$6.49
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TOM'S GRILLE

Blooming Onion .......................... $5.99
Mozzarella Moons ....................... $5 .99
Loaded Potato Skins ................. , .. $5.99
House Specialties
Spinach Artichoke Dip ................. $6.79
From the Grill
Breaded Mushrooms .................... $5 .99
Shrimp Cocktail ........................... $6.99 Tom' s Ribeye .............................. $14.49
Bruschetta ..................... : ............. $ 5.99 Hawaiian Ribeye ........................... $14.99
New York Strip ...... : ...................... $14.49
Soups
Filet Mignon ................................. $19.99
Chef Roberta' s Soup of the Day
Beef Kabobs ... One .. $8.29 .... Two ... $11.29
Cup ..... $2.40 Bowl ..... $3.49
Helen' s Pork Chops ..................... $11.99
Crock of French Onion Soup ........ $3 .69
Oven Roasted Prime Rib
King
(12
oz.) ................................. $15.99
Salads ·
Queen
(8
oz.) ................................ $11.99
Side Salad .......... :........................ $3 .49
Side Caesar Salad ...................... :.$3.79
Pasta
House Salad ................................ $4.99
Fettuccine
Alfredo
.......................... $8.99
Caesar Salad ............................... S5.29
Gyro Salad .................................. $6.99 Cajun Alfredo ............... Chicken .. $10.99
Shrimp .......... $13.49
Fried or Grilled Chicken Salad ..... $6.99
Deep
Dish
Lasagna
.........................
$8.99
Greek Salad ................................. $6.99
Chef Salad ................................... $6.99 Chicken Parmigiana ........................ $8.99
Chicken Marsala ........................... $10.99
Sandwiches
Seafood Pasta..................... .......... $12.99
American Burger ......................... $5.49 Vegetarian Pasta ............................. $9.99
Classic Cheeseburger .................. $5. 79 with chicken .... $11.49 .... Shrimp ... $13.99
Bacon Cheeseburger.................... $5 .99 Classic Spaghetti.. ........ Meat Sacue.$7.99
Mushroom Swiss Burger .............. $5.99
Marl·nara Sauce ...... $7 . 49
Ultimate Club Sandwich ............ ... $6.29
Deserts
Hot Reuben ................................. $6.29
Hot Ham & Swiss ......................... $5.99 New York Style Cheesecake ............ $3.50
Chicken Sandwich ....................... $ 5.99 Suicide Brownie .............................. $ 3. 9 5
Beer Battered Cod Filet ................ $6.29 Sawdust Pie .................................... $3.50
Ultimate Chocolate Cake ................. $3.95
Seafood
Ice Cream ....................................... $2.25
Grilled Salmon .. : ........................ $11.49
Grilled Shrimp ........................... $11.99
Beer
Shrimp Scampi.. ........................ $12.99
. Domestic
Orange Roughy......................... $14.29
Budweiser ........................ $2.50
Mahi Mahi ................................. $12.99
Miller Lite ........................ $2.50
Michelob Lite ................... $2.75
Chicken
Bud Lite ........................... $2.50
Grilled Chicken Breast................. $8.99
Amber Bock ..................... $2. 75
Chicken Tenders ......................... $8.99
Michelob Ultra................. $2. 75
Dimitri' s Chicken ..................... $10.99
Imports
Chicken Stirfry ............................ $9.99
Heiniken .......................... $3.25
Hawaiian Chicken ........................ $9.99
Corona ............................ $3.2 5

Side Items
Baked Potato ............................... $!. 75
Sauteed Vegetables ..................... $1.95
French Fries ................................ $1. 75
Rice ........ ....... .......... ...... ......... ..... $1 . 75
Sauteed Whole Mushrooms ......... $2.25
Loaded Baked Potato ................... $3 .25

Mixers
tonic, Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
cranberry juice, club soda,
sweet & sour mix

1501 N. 12th St.

Lunch Menu
Dimitri 's Chicken ........................ $7.29
Grilled Chicken Breast .................. $5.99
Hawaiian Chicken ......................... $6.99
Chicken Tenders .......................... $ 5.99
8 oz. Ribeye ................................. $8.29
Beef Kabob ................................... $8.29
Chopped Steak ............................. $6.29

p
asta
Classic Spaghetti .......................... $5 .99
Fettuccini Alfredo ......................... $6.29
Add Chicken .......................... $1.50
Add Grilled Shrimp ................ $4.00
Cajun Alfredo ...........;................... $6.49
Add Chicken ......................... $1.50
Add Grilled Shrimp ............... $4.00
Chicken Parmigiana ...................... $5 .99

w·

L' t

1ne IS
House
Rob<~X~~~~~r~g~~~~dge
Cabernet Sauvignon)
Glass
................. $3.75
Bott I................. $17.00
C_hat~au

White Wines

Ste. Michelle johannishburg
Rteshng ...Giass:S4.25 ... Bottle:S20.00
Placido Pinot Grigio
Glass:S4.25 ... Bottle:S18.00
Yellowtail Chardonnay
Glass:S4.25 ... Bottle:S18.00

Blush Wines

Sutte r Home White Zinfandel
Glass:$3.50 ... Bottle:Sl3.00
Beringers White Zinfandel
Glass:$3. 75 ... Bottle:S14.00

Red Wines

Yellowtail Shiraz
Glass:S4.25 ... Bottle:S18.00
Robert Mondavi Costal Pinot
Noir... Bottle$24.00
Rodney Strong Sonoma County
Cabernet Sauvignon ... Bottle:$34.00

House Specilties
Long Island Ice Tea .. $5. 75 Bloody Mary.. $4.75
Greygoose Martini .. $5.75 Cosmopolitan .. $5.00
Tanqueray Martini..$5 .75
Manhatten .. $5.00
Dewars ... $4. 75
Whiskey Sour... $4. 75
Crown Royal. .. $5.00
Maker' s Mark ... $4.75
Disarrano Amaretto Sour... $5.00
Strawberry Dacquiri...$4.75
Margarita- Lime or Strawberry
Frozen or Rocks................. $4.75

Murray

270-753-4521
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Sandwiches
All Sandwiches Sened on Our Homemode Bread
Chicken Salad with Salad or Cup of Soup ...................................
$6.99
Sandwich Only .... $5.29
w/chips .................................................. $6.29
112 Sandwich ....... $3.99 In Sandwich with Salad or Soup ....................... $5 .29
Chicken Tarragon with Salad or Cup of Soup ............................................... $6.99
Sandwich Only .... $5.29
w/chips ................................................. $6.29
112 Sandwich ....... $3 .99 J/2 Sandwich with Salad or Soup ....................... $5.29
Tuna Salad with Salad or Cup of Soup ........... .............................................. $6.99
Sandwich Only .... $5.29
w/chips ................................................. $6.29
1/2 Sandwich ....... $3 .99 1/2 Sandwich with Salad or Soup ..............- ....... $5 .29
Pimento Cheese with Salad or Cup of Soup .................................... .............. $6.99
Sandwich Only .... $5.29
w/chips ................................. .... ............. $6.29
112 Sandwich ....... $3.99 1/2 Sandwich with Salad or Soup ........................ $5.29
Ham & Swiss with Salad or Cup of Soup ... $6.99
sandwich only $5 .99
Turkey & Swiss with Salad or Cup of Soup ..$6.99
sandwich only $5.99
Prime Rib with Salad or C~p of Soup .......... $7 .99
sandwich only $6.99
M . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .

Saltuls
All Salads Sened with Our Homemade Dinner Rolls & Honey Butter
Dressings: Honey French • Poppy Seed • 1000 Island • Ranch • Honey
Mustard • Blue Cheese • Raspberry Vrnaigrette • Parmesan Peppercorn
Lites: Lite Italian • Catalina • Reduced Ranch • Fat Free Honey Mustard
No Carb Caesar • Balsamic Vinaigrette

Old Fashioned Chieken Salad $6.99

Chicken Tarragon Salad $6.99
Tuna Salad $6.99
Trio Salad $6.99
House Salad $5 .29
Chef Salad $6.99 Grilkd Chicken Salad $6.99 Brior Club Salad $6.99

Lo-Cal
Fitnesif Salad ................. ...................................................................$6.99
Broccoli & Rice Quiche with Salad ............ ......... ........................... $6.99
Large Loaf .... $4.89

Other Specialities
Quiche of the Day with Salad or Soup & Dinner Roll ............................. ........ .$6.99
Casserole of the Day with Salad or Soup & Dinner Roll ..................................$6.99
Bowl of Soup or Chicken & Dumplins with Salad or Soup & Dinner Roll ......$6.99
Cup of Soup or Chicken & Dumplins with Salad or Soup & Dinner Roll .......$6.99

Breads
Dinner RoO ......89 cents

Desserts
Apple Dumplin ............ $3.79

Dozen ..... $7.89

Pies
Slice ........ $3 .79

Cakes
Cheesecakes
Slice ............................. $3.79
Slice ........ $3.79
Ask your waitress about our daily thssert specials!
Children 8 & Under
1/2 Peanut Butter & Jelly Sandwich ........................................... $4.29

Drinks
coffee. tea. soda ........... $1 .69
milk or orange juice .... $1 .6 9
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specialty coffu,fruit tea .... $1 .89

DUMPLINS

305 S. 12th St. • Murray • 270-753-0000

August Moot1
lt~s

Love At First Bltel

Awarded Top 100 Chinese Restaurant In the USA 2007 by
"Chinese Restaurant News."
Buffet & Grill

Mtnu Pint ln
&- C'arrv Out
&ufftt-TD-'fo

Stud1nt l'ls~ount

· lun~i:

$S..S1
. 1'1nn1r: $1-81

Sushi • Ice Cream
Savory Buffet • Mongolian Grill
Salad & Soup • Appetizers
Mu"•V Ltclgtr &- Tlmt•
Reader's Cnolce .?iward for
.,.Be•t Chlne•e Re•taurant
7 Yea,.. In A Row

'i1ft C'trtlfl,.t,.
Avallablt
Party RDom Avallablt
Regent Plaza
Next to Lowe's
augustmoonmurray.com
270-759-4653
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Sianature Burgers

Combos

ib. burgers charbroiled to perfection
Black Jack Burger
1/3

1. Back Yard Burger Combo
1/3 lb. Back Yard Burger, regular fries, medium
soft drink

Blackened burger, Creole mayonnaise,
Pepper Jack cheese, lettuce and tomato

2. Bacon Cheddar Combo
1/3 lb. Bacon Cheddar Burger, regular fries,
medium soft drink

Mushroom Swiss Burger

Back Yard Burgers
100% Black Angus beef charbroiled and fully
dressed with green lettuce, vine-ripened tomato,
crisp red onion, crunchy dill pickle slices,
mayonnaise, mustard and Heinz ketchup

Back Yard Burger
1/3 lb. burger served fully dressed

1/3 lb. burger, Swiss cheese, sauteed
mushrooms, mayonnaise, lettuce and
tomato

3. Blackened Chicken Combo
Blackened Chicken Sandwich, regular fries,
medium soft drink

Bacon Cheddar Burger

1/3 lb. burger, topped with hickory smoked 4. Hawaiian Chicken Combo
bacon and shredded Cheddar cheese
Hawaiian Chicken Sandwich, regular fries,
served fully dressed
medium soft drink

.
213 lb. Double Meat Combo

Hawaiian Burger

s.

1/3 lb. burger, dipped in Hawaiian sauce
and topped with grilled pineapple, mustard, mayonnaise, lettuce and Swiss
cheese

2/3 lb. Double Meat Burger, large fries, large
soft drink

Signature Chicken
Sandwiches

Black and Blue Cheeseburger

Traditional Baked Pot.a to

Hawaiian Chicken

Back Yard Dog

Back Yard Burger Double Meat
2/3 lb. burger served fully dressed

Jr. Burger
1/8 lb. burger served fully dressed

Baked Potatoes

1/3 lb. blackened burger with mayonnaise, Butter and sour cream available on request
Ranch Potato
1/4 lb. marinated, boneless, skinless breast of green leaf lettuce, onion, tomato,
chicken fillets, charbroiled to perfection
Bleu cheese and bacon
Topped with Ranch dressing, shredded Cheddar
cheese and bacon bits
Savory Chicken
Specialties
Lightly seasoned chicken breast, topped
Chili & Cheddar Cheese Potato
Gardenburger
with lettuce and tomato
Meatless, all-natural burger dressed with Topped with chili, shredded Cheddar cheese
Blackened Chicken
and chives. Served with sour cream.
lettuce, tomato, onion, mustard, ketchup
Blackened chicken breast, topped with
and pickles
cole slaw, mayonnaise and tomato
Salads

Garden Fresh Salad

Chicken breast dipped in Hawaiian sauce An all-beef hot dog served with mustard
and ketchup
and topped with grilled pineapple,
mustard, mayonnaise and lettuce
Chill Cheese Dog

Chicken Club

Fresh crisp, green lettuce, ripe grape tomatoes,
shredded carrots and rings of fresh red onions

Charbroiled Chicken Salad

An all-beef hot dog served with mustard,
ketchup, chili and shredded Cheddar
cheese

Fries- Regular and Large

100% Black Angus All-Beef Chili

Fresh crisp, green lettuce, ripe grape tomatoes,
mushrooms, shredded carrots, chunks of
charbroiled chicken and topped with rings of
red onions

Chili Cheese Fries

Homemade all-beef chili, no beans

Our famous fries topped with fresh
homemade chili and shredded Cheddar
cheese

Blackened Chicken Salad

Chicken Tenderloin Basket

Fresh crisp, green lettuce, ripe grape tomatoes,
mushrooms, shredded carrots, chunks of
charbroiled blackened chicken and topped with
rin s of red onions

Chicken breast with lettuce, tomato,
mayonnaise, bacon and Swiss cheese

Three tenderloin, regular fries, medium
soft drink

2Milkshakes
for S5

2

$8

One-Third Pound Burger
• .. Combos for
(Our Number I Combo!)

-"""'__, Two 1/31b. Burgers, Two Regular
Frios & Two Mcdoum Drinks
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UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • DELI SANDWICHES • BBQ
CAJuN SPECIALS • SOUP OF THE DAY • FRESH SALADS
HOMEMADE DESSERTS

FULL BAR
HAPPY HOUR 3-6 P.M.
PABST BLUE RIBBON $1 MON. -WED.
DINE IN OR CARRY our • DAILY LUNOI SPECIALS PRlvA1E
DINING ROOMS FOR MEETINGS AND PARI1FS

MON.- SAT.

11 A.M.-MIDNIGHT

270-759-8866
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
APPLTIZERS
Taquiros ............................................................$5.99
Chips & Salsa .................................... ............... .$2 .99
Chips + Cheese Dip ..................................... .$4.25
Ch~ps +Salsa+ Cheese Dip ..........................$5 .25
Chtps +Salsa+ Guacamole ......................... .$5.50
Chips + Saha + Bean Dip ........................... .$4.25
Chips + Pico De Gallo ................................. .$3.75
Layered Dip ..................................................... .$6.75
Nachos & Cheese ..................small $525 ...reg. $6.25
Big Apple Nachos ................. .small $5 .99 ...reg. $6.99
Chicken Fajita Nachos .....................M.small $5.99 ...reg. $6.99
Tostada Supremo ................................ ..............$4.75
Quesadilla (grilled or regular) ......................... .$4.75
Pizzadilla ..........................................................$6.25
Wings ..................................$5.99 or get a lb. for $9.25
Fried Mushrooms ............................................. .$3.99
Cheesesticks .......................~ ............................. .$4.99
Mini Tacos ................... .................... :............... .$5.99
Chicken Bites or Buffalo Bites ........................$4.99
Fajita Quesadilla ............................................ .$6.25
Potato Chips (with ranch) ................................$1.95
Che~se ~ries ..............................$4.29 (bacon+ $1)
Mext Fnes ........................... small $3.99 ...regular $5 .~

1\11".\IC:\N ENTREES
The following items are made with beef & beans,
chicken & beans, or just heap fillina.
Special Bean Roll ..............small $6 .49...regular $7 .49
Smoo :.................................small $6.99...regular $7 .99
Enchiladas ........................................................$7 .29
Smgle Enchilada $4.99 ...............Combination of 3 $7.99
Stacked Enchilada ............................................$? .99
Big Apple Burrito ...-..........-.............................- ...~...-.... $5.49
Chicken Fajita Burrito .............................. ........$6.29
Beef Fajita Burrito ............................................$6.29
Quesadilla Plate (grilled or regular) ......................$629
Chkken or Beef Fajita Quesadilla Plate... .................$7 .25

OTHER MEXICAN SPECIALTIES
Chicken Fajitas/Beef Fajitas ............................ $6.99
Chicken Ole ... ................................................. ..$6.29
Taco Plate .. ............beef $5.99 ...cbicken fajita $6.99
Black Beans & Rice w/ Sausage ...............small $429
................... ...reg. $5.29

TAMALFS
Tamale Plate .............. ...................................... $6.29
Talales with ................chili $6.99 ...green chili $6.99
black beans and sausage $6.99
Tamale Pie ........................................................$6.99
COMBINATION PLATE
Your choK:e of 2 a 3 ilemS served with ~ and retried beans
Tamale...Enchilada ...Taco ...Taquitos
#2-$7 .29
#3-$7 .99

nru SANDWICHES
All sandwiches served with dill pickle and choice
of side: chips. potato salad or slaw.
(Our sandwiches can be served as a wrap. too.)
BBQ Sandwich ........................................ ......... .$4.99
Big Apple BBQ ................................................$5.50
Combmation Sandwich ....................................$5.99
Grilled Reuben ........................... ........................S5.99
Grilled Cheese Steak ........................................$5.99
Vegetarian (served cold)........................................$5.99
Cafe Club (w/ bacon served cold)............................$6.29
Polish Sausage ............................................. .....$4.99
with Swiss cheese ...................................... $5.25
Chicken Fajita Sandwich ................................ $629
Pimento Cheese ..... ................... ........................ $4.29
Chicken Salad Sandwich ...... ....................... .....$5.29
Grilled Cheddar Cheese ....................................$3.75
Prime Rib ..........................................................$6.99
Chicken Breast ..................................................$629
Shrimp Po' Boy ................................................$6.29
Hot Dog .. ................$4.29 Bad Dog ...............$529
Angus Beef Burger ............ ............ (add fries Sl) $5.99
The Apple Burger .......................... (add fries Sl) $6.99

BtriLil YOtJH OWN SANDWICH ...
SPI Cll Y YOlJH CHOICf
Turkey ..............................................................$5 .99
Roa!ot Beef .......................... ..............................$5.99
Ham ..................................................................$5 .99
Corned Beef ......................................................$5 .99

BREAD

Wheat, Rye, Bun ,
Hoagie Roll. Ciabatta
Roll, Texas Toast

CHEESE

Swiss, Cheddar,
Pepper, Havarti Dill

CONDIMENTS

Mustard, Mayonnaise. Horseradish, Lettuce,
Tomato. Onion, Pickles

SIDF DISHES
Pepperonci ni ........................ ................... ......... $1.00
Potato Salad .... ..................................................$ 1.00
Pickles .............................................................. $1.00
Slaw ..................................................................$1.00
PLATI·. S
Wing Plate ........................................................ $6.29
Polish Sausage Plate ........................................$5.99
BBQ Plate ............................ $5 .99...with bun $6.29

CHILI
Homemade Chili ............ .small S2.99 .. .regular $3.99
with cheese .50 cents
Green Chili.. ................... ~'malJ $3.50 ...regular $4.50
Chili Pie ..................................., .................. ..... $5 .99 •

I RrSH, CRISP SALADS
Italian, ranch, fat-free ranch, honey mustard,
thousand island. French, house (mell:i-ranch),
raspberry vinaigrette or blue cheese dressing
Garden Salad w/ Crispy Chicken .................... $6.50
w/ Crispy Shrimp ...................................... $6.50
Taco Salad ... .......................•mall $5.50 .. .regular S6.50
Chicken Salad Salad ........................................ $4.29
Chef Salad ........................- ..............................$6.50
House Salad ...................................... ................$2.99
Side Salad ............... .. .........................................$1.99

ON THI· SIDL
3 Flour Toni lias .............................................. $1 .00
Jalapenos (sliced or whole) ........... ...... ................. $1 .00
Mexican Rice ................ ......... ......................... ..$1.00
Refried Beans .................................................. $1 .00
1 Tamale ................................. ...........................$2.95
Black Beans ......................................................$1.00
Guacamole .................... ....................................$3 .00
Sour Cream ................... ......................................$.25
Pico De Gallo ..... ...............................................$2.00
I Taco ................................................................$2.49
Slaw ... ..............................................................$1.00
Potatoe Salad ....................................................$ J .00
Pickles .. ..... .......................................................$1.00
Pepperoncini ......................................................$1.00

HI-.SSI.RTS
Vanilla Ice Cream ............................................ $2.50
Brownie/lee Cream .......................................... $3.99
Brownie (black & white icing) ............................... .$2.99
Sauteed Apple Delight .................................... $3.99
Berry Cobbler IWtth tee cream) ........... .................$3 .99
Key Lime Pie ....................................................$3 .50
Guacamole ........................................................$3.00
Daily Dessen Specials

DAILY C:\JlJN SPECIALS
Monday .......... White Chili w/ Mexican Cornbread.
Grilled Pork Sandwich
Tuesday ................................ Cajun Rice & Shrimp,
Tonilla Soup
Wednesday ..................................Peel & Eat Shrimp,
Homemade Gumbo
Thursday ...... Mexican Vegetable Soup w/ Chicken ,
Jambalaya
Friday .............................. ............Crawfish Etouffee,
Beer Cheese Soup
Saturday ............................................Shrimp Creole,
Beer Cheese Soup

